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Prime minster Narendra Damodar Das
Modi is unlucky.  It is said Success favors
prepared mind. The demonetization

decision has proven not only him unlucky but
cores of Indians too. Whatever supporters may
say about the positive effects of demonetization people especially
lower economic strata and middle class have are going through
unprecedented hardships. 
It is generally expected from a responsible government to take

adequate measures protecting people’s interest and never ever create
aditiononal troubles when they are already struggling to make both
ends meet. But Prime Minister Modi has announced demonetization
of Rs. Thousand and Five hundred currencies on November 8 nights
with immediate effect. He said it is part of   a new war on black money
and terrorism, urged people not to panic and said all the Rs 500 and Rs
1,000 denomination notes they have can be deposited in banks, post
offices from November 10 to December 30 without any limit. 
It was nice to hear but real struggle begun from the next day.

Demonetization decision came at wrong time for middle class
employees and wage earners. It’s a well known fact that majority of
India middle class wage earners are working in private sector. Most of
these companies are small and medium scale they pay salaries at the
end of first week of the month. ‘Surgical attack on currency’ came
exactly at same time. Salary collected had become unusable for
employees. Companies which have just getting ready to pay salaries
have turned into penniless. 

Even after three weeks of PM announcement common men and
women are forced to spend hours together in queue in front of Banks
and ATMs to make their hard earned money serve them in fulfilling
daily needs. As days pass by new limits were introduced. Patients in
private hospitals, small businesses, farmers, daily wage earners name
the section of the society everybody is paying price for the decision
taken by central government, without much opposition. This is the
silver lining of dark cloud. Common citizens of India have believed
Modi and now it become his responsibility to show the results promised
and make lives better for them. His credibility and political future
defiantly depends on it. 
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The Ameenpur Lake is now a
Biodiversity Heritage Site.
The Telangana government

has declared, which has long been a
bird-watcher's delight, as
Biodiversity Heritage Site. This is
the first in the country for a water
body. The new title will enable better
conservation of the lake with the
creation of an empowered
committee that will include locals
also becomes eligible for funding

for upkeep of the lake as well as its
protection. 
The new order was issued under

the Biological Diversity Act 2002
and the Telangana State Biological
Diversity Rules 2015. The lake,
tucked away in the heart of the IT
corridor, is one of the handful of
urban water bodies in the Hyderabad
city that still attracts a large number
of migratory and resident birds. The
number of species in the lake used to

Ameenpur Lake

A biodiversity  heritage site
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be 171, but a recent count recorded
186 which is a considerable number.
With a little more effort, the number
expected to reach 200. With that it
can become a sustainable tourism
site with watchtowers for children to
observe the birds. As it is the lake has
become one of the biggest
attractions for photographers and
birdwatchers during weekends. 
Though the notification is a big

step, there are many challenges for

the upkeep of the lake, the biggest
being environmental and
encroachments. The lake spread
over 93.15 acres had been slowly
losing out on the number of winged
visitors year after year.  Reduction
in food chain of the birds like fish
and insects due to industrial
pollutants being let into the lake has
led to fewer birds visiting. Unless
the lake is protected,  the
biodiversity likely to shrink. 
Meanwhile, Tejdeep Kaur

Menon the Director General of
Police (Special Protection Force)
Telangana state, who has been
leading a campaign to save the lake
says “We have scored a goal. Now
the challenges are preventing
encroachments, declaration of Full
Tank Level and setting up of
Sewerage Treatment Plant to ensure
that the water quality improves. We
want to involve all the stake holders
including the locals and industries
so that it can become an important
example of cooperative effort”.
Environment experts, say an

empowered committee or authority
to deal with the actual threats that the
lake is facing is needed. They
suggest that government need to
come up with an action plan on how
they plan to protect the lake. 
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Now Indian students can
pursue Harvard university
courses without leaving

country. Harvard, which only
launches programmes and
initiatives curated within the US for
the world, is for the first time rolling
out a digital learning initiative
unique to India. Through this,
Harvard -a brand typically
associated with senior management
executives globally -will impart
learning to students at the threshold
of starting their careers as also entry-
level professionals across the
country, including tier-1 and tier-2
towns. The objective is to address a
key challenge that has gripped this
country -employability. This is not

all. The digital initiative will be
rolled out free of cost to begin with
and to connect with the masses on a
large scale. This is new to Harvard,
which is a brand that has always
been associated with access that
comes at a premium. For the first
time in its 90-year history, Harvard
will be breaking a few norms
through a strategic enhancement in
strategy.  
It is reported that Vivek Chachra,

country manager (India), Harvard
Business Publishing (HBP), told
“The gap between quality of product
that education institutes create and
the kind of employee organisations
look for at entry level is wide. There
are almost 12 million graduates that
enter the workforce every year and
nearly 80% of these are

unemployable by organisations.
Given that there is a rapidly evolving
digital landscape in the country, we
created HBR Ascend as a strategic
enhancement to the kind of impact
we can have in India. For the first
time in 90 years of our history , we
are actually building and reaching
out to impact the lives of individuals
on a scale that is several times larger
than what we have been doing so
far.“
HBP is a not-for-profit, wholly

owned subsidiary of Harvard
University, reporting to Harvard
Business School. Chachra said HBP
is also exploring a channel partner
tie-up to facilitate its reach to
individual students early career
professionals who can access the
content on their smart phones. 

Harvard for
Indian students

With   e-courses 
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Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation
(GHMC) bagged the top

spot in taxes earnings nationwide. A
study of tax collections by civic
bodies post demonetisation showed
that the GHMC earned a whopping
`193 crore in property tax in
November 2016 alone.
Demonetisation of ̀ 500 and ̀ 1,000
notes ensured that the, a report by the
Union ministry of urban
development and municipal affairs
revealed third week of November.
The ministry , which published an
analysis of municipal receipts
received by various Urban Local
Bodies (ULBs) in the country , listed
corporations where there was a
cumulative increase of revenues in
November 2016.These corporations
include Hyderabad, Agra,
Ahmadabad, Kakinada, Vijaya-
wada, Indore, Visakhapatnam,
Guwahati, Ranchi, Faridabad,
Coimbatore, Jaipur, Chennai,
Kalyan, Thane, Tirupati, Guntur,
Bhopal, Raipur, Nagpur and
Lucknow.
While their cumulative

collection in November in the
previous year was `274 crore, this
increased to ̀ 860 crore in November
this year. Among the listed
corporations, the GHMC stood first
with `193 crore compared against
the meagre `8 crore in November
2015. Speaking about the issue,

GHMC commissioner B Janardhan
Reddy , said, “The department
conducted an analysis, where it
compared the tax collections of
November 2015 and 2016. It might
appear as though the GHMC has
received a bonanza in netting this
unprecedented revenue. But a closer
analysis presents other facets. In
fact, the GHMC has received its
assured revenues but in advance.
“He further added that these
payments are mostly the current
year's taxes which show no
significant increase in instances of
arrears in payments. Over the past

nine years, the government had
waived property tax at the end of the
financial year. Usually, many tax
payers pay up in March, but this year
they took the opportunity the
demonetisation move presented.
Tax payers preferred to clear

their utility dues with demonetised
denominations, which are a hassle-
free process, rather than line-up
before the banks for exchange of
currency. ”The large number of
small payments indicates that
households preferred paying up
their tax.” GHMC commissioner
added. 

Tax collection:
GHMC top on charts 
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Yes! Age just a number. A state of the mind. Also a measure of the
body's wear and tear.
Experimental evidence is finally emerging that shows mindset and

ageing might be related after all. In 1979, psychologist Ellen Langer, now
a professor of psychology at Harvard University, got a group of elderly
men to spend a week living as they would have done 20 years earlier--
talking about the first satellite launch and Fidel Castro as though they were
current events. Her idea was to return the men mentally to a time when
they were younger, and to see if it had bodily effects. “After a week of such
sensory and mindful immersion in the past, she found that their memory,
vision, hearing, and even physical strength had improved, “says a report
in the science magazine Nautilus. Langer's experiment showed that years
are not the best measure of biological or bodily age. Meanwhile, science
continued to look for other markers of age, such as the length of telomeres,
DNA methylation and other arcane things. The latter are more precisely
measurable, but research also suggests that the mind can indeed influence
the body.
Langer has pursued the mind-body connection and its effects on

physiology and ageing in rigorous studies that have been published in
numerous scientific journals. She thinks how we age has a lot to do with
our perceptions of what ageing means--often reinforced by culture and
society. For example, young people take steps to recover from a minor
injury, whereas someone in their 80s may accept the pain and be less
proactive in addressing the problem. So fighting negative attitudes,
challenging you, keeping an open mind and being engaged socially can
absolutely have a positive impact
Langer’s experiment was a tantalizing demonstration that our

chronological age based on our birthdates is a misleading indicator of
aging. Langer, of course, was tackling the role of the mind in how old we
feel and act. Since her study, others have taken a more objective look at the
aging body. The goal is to determine an individual’s “biological age,” a
term that aims to capture the body’s physiological development and decline
with time, and predict, with reasonable accuracy, the risks of disease and
death. As scientists have worked to pinpoint a person’s biological age, they
have learned that organs and tissues often age differently, making it difficult
to reduce biological age to a single number. They have also made a
discovery that echoes Langer’s work. How old we feel—our subjective
age—can influence how we age. Where age is concerned, the pages torn
off a calendar do not tell the whole story.

What if age is
nothing but a

Mind-Set?
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Visiting Sabarimala and
completing Ayyapan darshan

for a long time is one of the difficult
pilgrimages in South India. As
thousands of people, especially who
have very little time to spare because
of their professions and jobs were
always dreaming for a facility to cut
travel time short so that their
Deeksha can me culminated without
unnecessary tensions. 
Their prayers are answered. Now

Pilgrims who can afford it can fly to
Sabarimala shrine during this
Mandalam-Makaravilakku season.
The exclusive helicopter service to
Sabarimala has begun on November
19th.  This is to cater to high-end
pilgrims and tourists. The chopper
service scheduled from Cochin
International Airport Ltd (CIAL) is
being provided by Delhi-based
aviation service provider Chipsan
Aviation.
“The to-and-fro heli-charter

service can accommodate 6 persons
per flight. The flight will be up to
Perunad, the nearest location which
has a helipad facility. From there the
devotees would be provided an air-

conditioned car facility till Pampa, a
distance of 40 km. Also a preferential
Darshan along with South Indian
Vegetarian Food will be served for
these Devotees. The can stay in
Sannidhanam has to be taken care
according to the PILGRIM choice.
The same/next day, they would
return via helicopter from Perunad,
an hour’s ride to CIAL.
Chipsan Aviation is one of the

fastest growing, most respected and
independent Aviation Service
provider in India. Their commitment
is to live up to our vision, mission and
values, while striving to become and
remain your preferred partner by
providing Total Aviation Solutions.
A complete operational and
administrative support to the
commercial and corporate aircraft

with full time representation in India.
Act as liaison between the carrier,
handling company, airports
authority and the other concerned
Aeronautical and service agencies.
With New Delhi as head quarters it
has regional offices are spread across
India in Kolkata – Patna- Raipur-
Pune –Ahmadabad – Mumbai –
Bhopal – Hyderabad- Bangalore -
Cochin and Chennai. North Indian
states Rajasthan, Jammu and
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and
Haryana are being handled from the
Head office under the dynamic
entrepreneurs Mr. Sunil Narayanan,
Ms. Daisy Johny and other team
members are mix of youth,
experience and expertise. If the
demand for the service increases, the
company has plans to utilize a twin-
engine helicopter, which has a
seating capacity of 13 people.  

For Heli Charter bookings
please get in touch with us on +91-
9948345897 & +91-903062915
&Chipsan Aviation Pvt Ltd, 106,
Vasant Apartments, VasantVihar,
New Delhi, 110057, India. Website:
www.chipsan.com

CHIPSAN’s helicopter service
Sabarimala darsan in a day 

Chipsan Aviation is one
of the fastest growing,
most respected and
independent Aviation
Service provider in India
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There was panic run on
banks and ATMs across
the country as Prime
Minister Narendra Modi

surprised the nation by declaring
that Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes will
not be legal tender from midnight of
November 8, in a new war on black
money and terrorism. Addressing
the nation at 8 pm, Modi urged
people not to panic and said all the
Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 denomination
notes they have can be deposited in
banks and post offices from
November 10 to December 30
without any limit. These can also be
exchanged across bank counters by
showing government-issued ID
proof up to Rs 4,000. New Rs 500
and Rs 2,000 denomination notes
would take their place. 
It was nice to hear but real

struggle begun from the next day.
Even after three weeks of PM
announcement common men and
women are forced to spend hours
together in queue in front of Banks
and ATMs to make their hard earned
money serve them in fulfilling daily
needs. Within minutes of Modi's
announcement, hundreds of
thousands of people all over India
rushed to the nearest ATMs in a
desperate bid to withdraw 100
rupees notes and deposit whatever
500 and 1,000 rupees notes they had.
In no time, most ATMs ran out of
100 rupee currency.
"To break the grip of corruption

and black money, we have decided

Surgical  strike on black money
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that the 500 and 1,000 rupee
currency notes presently in use will
no longer be legal tender from
midnight tonight,"  said Modi
delivering historic speech first in
Hindi and then in English on the day.
He has announced that the 500 and
1,000 notes hoarded by anti-national
and anti-social elements will
become just worthless pieces of
paper but it also made wage earner,
small vender and salaried middle
class families not usable
immediately. His assurance about
protecting the rights and the interests
of honest, hard-working people will
be fully looked a feeble as crores of

people across the country struggling
to find way to make daily purchases,
meeting emergency expenditures
like private hospital bill payments,
paying bills related to marriages.
Farmers and rural people have
literally witness hell of a problems
as agents – buyers at agricultural
market yards stopped purchases. As
farmers have starved of cash they
could not buy fertilizers and other
imputes. Could not take up farm
works agricultural labourers
suffered. Government took its sweet
two weeks time realize problems of
‘honest, hardworking, sincere
taxpaying’ paying people to initiate

some step of relief. 
How it has begun and unfolded:
It was Prime Minister Narendra

Modi’s best kept secret, and when
revealed, his boldest mission for a
clean political economy. Secrecy
was crucial to the success of the idea
to turn Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 currency
notes invalid as legal tender.
According to reports, the design of
the new notes, including the
depiction of Modi-era achievements
such as the Mangalayaan satellite,
was finalised and the process of
printing started three months ago,
though in as hush-hush a manner as
possible.

Surgical  strike on black money
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An aggregate Rs 16.4 lakh crore
worth of notes are estimated to be in
the economy’s circulation, of which
the banned denominations account
for around 86 per cent by value.
According to RBI data, that is a total
of some Rs 14.2 lakh crore, of which
Rs 500 notes account for nearly Rs
7.9 lakh crore and Rs 1,000 notes
add up to a little more than Rs 6.3
lakh crore. Compared with this, Rs
100 currency and notes of lower
denomination add up to only around
Rs 2.2 lakh crore. This meant that the
impact on the ordinary citizen would
be palpable.

What made the battle all the
more grave was the alarming
increase of the now-invalidated
bank notes in recent years.
According to the Finance Ministry,
bank notes, the primary fuel of the
economy, had increased 40 per cent
in the period between 2011 and
2016. The quantum of Rs 500 notes
increased 76 per cent and Rs 1,000
notes went up 109 per cent. India,
among the world’s top cash-using
economies, has grown increasingly
dependent on high-value currency
for two main reasons. One, inflation
has necessitated higher value notes
for buying the same quantity of
goods one could buy for much less
earlier. Two, the influx and
stranglehold of black money in the
economy has grown enormously,
symbolised mainly by the demand
for high denomination notes. Most
economists are of the view that this
increased cash circulation has led to
greater inequity in society. And this
was at the core of the Government’s
pitch to people at large.
By December 30th, the deadline

spelt out for exchange, the
Government estimated that
conservatively, around 80-85 per
cent of the total high-value notes
would be mopped up by banks. By
day four, banks had collected close

Large deposits in bank accounts
is leading plunging of interest rates.
Deposits after demonetization
people are depositing all the savings
they have in cash. This is leading to
lower rate of interests. This trend
has begun within two weeks after
Prime demonetization. Various
term deposits now yeald  0.25 to
0.40 less compared first week of
November. Many nationalize and
private banks announced interest
rate cuts on their deposits. It
because  in the economy as banks
are forced to use the extra cash to
buy more government papers, rush
to lend money to customers or do
both. With people unable to spend
due to tight liquidity , this could also
lead to slower growth which in turn
would leave enough space for the
central bank to further cut rates,
economists and bond dealers
explained.
Anticipating strong surge in

buying gilts by banks after Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
announced withdrawal of `1,000
and ̀ 500 notes from the market on
November 8 evening, the next day
the benchmark yield on the 10-year
gilts had rallied 15 basis points to
6.65%. After see-sawing through
the week, the yields settled at

6.72%, still 8 basis points softer
before the PM's announcement.
The only trouble that could limit a
bond rally is the spike in the US
yields, which in turn is also leading
to spikes in bond yields in other
major economies around the world,
economists and bond dealers said.
In first four days it self, banks

have witnessed aggregate deposits
of over `1 lakh crore, most in
savings bank accounts and current
accounts, which is boosting the
CASA deposits of banks. Apart
from boosting banking system
liquidity , curbing the underground
economy and a systematic lowering
of the share of cash in economic
activity is likely lead to lower
inflationary pressures, said
Siddhartha Sanyal, chief India
Economist, Barclays Bank.
Dampening in the parallel economy
¬ potentially for multiple quarters
will likely have some near-term
sobering effect on consumption
demand and, in turn, on overall
economic growth. This will likely
offer greater space for the RBI for
monetary easing in the coming
months Sanyal said. It is  expected
that another 25 basis points rate cut
by the RBI in the January-March
quarter of 2017. 

Swelling bank deposits: 
Interest rates dropping 
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India and Switzerland signed on a pact forautomatic exchange of information which would
help authorities access details of Swiss bank
accounts held by Indians, a move which is seen as
crucial for the government's fight against black
money. It will now be possible for Indian government
to receive from September, 2019 onwards, financial
information of accounts held by Indian residents in
Switzerland for 2018 and subsequent years, on an
automatic basis. 
Fighting the menace of black money stashed in

offshore accounts has been a key priority area for the
Narendra Modi government and authorities had held
several rounds of discussions with their Swiss
counterparts to ensure that there is exchange of
information. Sushil Chandra, chairman, CBDT
(central board of direct taxes) signed the joint
declaration and Gilles Roduit, deputy chief of
mission of the Swiss embassy in India, signed the
pact for implementing the automatic exchange of
information (AEOI) between the two countries a
finance ministry statement said. 
Revenue secretary Hashmukh Adhia announced

that the signing of the pact was a major step. “Signing
of joint declaration for implementation of automatic
exchange of information (AEOI) between India and
Switzerland is a big step, “Adhia said on micro-
blogging site twitter. “The income tax department

will be able to obtain information from accounts of
all Indians stashed in Switzerland from 2018
onwards, “he said. Tax experts said this would act as
deterrent to abuse the Swiss financial system to hide
black money.  According to them the declaration in
respect of automatic exchange of information with
Switzerland is in line with global trend on enhancing
information exchange to combat tax practices that
are considered unacceptable by governments.
Automatic exchange of information is a powerful
tool to identify early enough undesirable trends in
cross border transactions and when used
appropriately can be helpful in identifying errant
taxpayers and certain schemes to take remedial
action through enforcement and policy
interventions.  Both countries intend to start
collecting data in accordance with the global AEOI
standard in 2018 and to exchange it from 2019
onwards, the Swiss federal department of finance
said in a statement. The signing of the joint
declaration with India confirms Switzerland's
international commitment to implementing the
AEOI standard. Switzerland is thus strengthening its
network of AEOI partner states. India meets in
particular the high demands in terms of adherence to
the principle of speciality and the safeguarding of
confidentiality for the data delivered, which are
prerequisites for the introduction of the AEOI.

Teeth to fight black money
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to Rs 3 lakh crore worth of these. By
November 15th, that figure had
zoomed up to an estimated Rs 5 lakh
crore.  But the most telling
indication of all that Modi was
determined to set the pace for a low-
cash economy came from his
interest in the progress of the
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana
(PMJDY). The PMJDY was
designed to exponentially expand
financial inclusion countrywide,
especially for the marginalised, the
below-poverty-line groups, the
urban poor and the agricultural
labour community. This flagship
programme of the Modi
Government, it now appears, was a
significant foundation laid for
demonetisation. The PMJDY’s
rapidly climbing numbers were
proof of the urgency invested by the
Government in the programme. By
May 2016, it had as many as 219
million bank accounts. 
By November this year, the

number of bank accounts had shot
up to 254.5 million, of which 150
million are urban and another 100
million are rural bank accounts. The
number of ‘zero balance’ accounts

has dropped to 23.4 per cent of the
total. Drafting the poor and
marginalised into the banking
system was also done through post
offices and through 200,000
banking correspondents. The
government is also keeping close
track of all Jan Dhan accounts.
Several accounts have popped up in
which the top limit of Rs 50,000 for
cash deposits has already been
reached, which has led to the
conclusion that these are being used
to launder black money.
Thus far, only 3.5 billion pieces

of the new Rs 2,000 note (around
half the number of Rs 1,000
currency in circulation) and far
fewer of the new Rs 500 notes have
been printed, say reports. 
OF THE Rs 16.4 lakh crore in

circulation, some experts estimate
that a maximum of around 12-14 per
cent could account for untaxed
money and counterfeit notes, just a
part of the huge shadow economy
that dominates the country, the rest
having been converted to real estate,
gemstone and gold assets and
stowed away in classified Swiss
bank accounts. However, most

economists agree that Modi’s
decision would definitely draw in
whatever black money is stored in
the form of high-value currency,
wipe out counterfeit notes, and make
future black money operations
extremely expensive.
Most economists are of the view

that increased cash circulation has
led to greater inequity in society.
And this was at the core of the
Government’s pitch to people at
large
The decision is also expected to

nullify all the counterfeit currency
in circulation, much of which is said
to fund terror activities in sensitive
states such as Kashmir, besides the
drug economy in Punjab
Brickbats & bouquets:
Prime Minister Modi's

announcement about demonetizing
Rs 1000 and Rs 500 currency notes
was evoked strong responses from
his supporters and opponents. While
it is hailed as a "bold step" by
President Pranab Mukherjee and
BJP, which called it a "surgical
strike" on black money, his rivals
denounced it as a "heartless and ill-
conceived" decision that would
create inconvenience among
people. Mukherjee, who was briefed
by the prime minister about the
impending announcement,
described the decision as a measure
that will help unearth unaccounted
money as well as counterfeit
currency, a Rashtrapati Bhavan
statement said. 
President called upon people not

to panic and to follow the
government's guidelines for
exchanging high value currency
notes available with them. Hailing
Prime Minister Narendra Modi for
his "surgical strike" against black
money and corruption, BJP chief
Amit Shah termed the step as "tough
but timely and path-breaking". He
asserted that Modi had again
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demonstrated his unwavering
commitment to fulfilling the
promises he made to people.
Meanwhile, the opposition,

stirred up by the issue of
demonetisation, is doing everything
to stall Parliamentary proceedings
in the ongoing Winter Session.
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi, who
queued up at an ATM in Mumbai,
has sought to blame Modi. “None of
the Prime Minister’s industrialist
friends are seen toiling in long
queues outside banks or ATMs for
cash. Are you seeing any suit-boot
person standing in line? These are
just ordinary people,” said Rahul
Gandhi. His party, Congress termed
demonetisation as a move that
would put farmers, small
businessmen and common people to
inconvenience. Congress chief

spokesperson Randeep Surjewala
termed the decision as only "a ploy
to cover the failure of his promise"
to get back black money stashed
abroad and deposit 15 lakh into
every account of common people of
India. Another Congress spokesman
Manish Tewari went a step ahead,
terming the decision as "insane" and
taken by "modern day Tughlak".
West Bengal chief minister Mamata
Banerjee called it "heartless and ill
conceived" decision which will lead
to financial chaos and demanded its
immediate withdrawal. Latter she
gave a call for All India Bandh on
November 28 demanding
Withdrawal of this ‘draconian’
decision. “While I'm strongly
against black money, corruption,
deeply concerned about common
people, small traders. How they will

buy essentials tomorrow? This is a
financial chaos and disaster let loose
on the common people of India. The
PM could not get back the promised
black money from abroad from the
rich so a drama to divert (attention
from) his failure," Banerjee also the
Trinamool Congress supremo, said
in a series of tweets.
Amid attacks from opposition

parties such as the Congress, the
Prime Minister, though, has won the
support of Nitish Kumar, chief
minister of Bihar and JD-U leader,
who lauded the move to get rid of
“fake notes”. Modi also received the
backing of ally TDP with Andhra
Pradesh Chief Minister N
Chandrababu Naidu terming the
decision as a "major step" forward
in wiping out black money from the
system. 
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Telangana and Andhra Pradesh
were declared joint toppers in
the ease of doing business

rankings for states released by the
central government. Telangana and
Andhra topped on the 340 parameters
that the states were marked on.
Chhattisgarh retained fourth
position, followed by Madhya
Pradesh and Haryana. Gujarat, which
had topped the inaugural rankings
last year, slipped to the third slot this
time. Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh, West
Bengal and Bihar were classified as
“aspiring leaders“with scores of 70-
90%, while Himachal, Ta mil Nadu
and Delhi were identified as states
where acceleration is required, given
that their score was between 40% and
70%.States were judged on the basis
of the filings made on the 340
parameters, for which 7,124 reform
initiatives from 32 states and union
territories were submitted 
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh

emerged as joint toppers. Telangana
and Andhra Pradesh ended the
closely-contested contest with a

score of 98.78% on the 340
parameters that the states were
marked on. Chhattisgarh retained its
fourth position and was followed by
Madhya Pradesh and Haryana. The
top 12 states, which had implemented
over 90% of the reforms, were
classified as leaders in the rankings

by the department of industrial policy
and promotion (DIPP) along with the
World Bank Group.
This was the second edition of the

ease of doing business rankings. The
government along with the World
Bank had launched the initiative to
improve India's performance in the

TS, AP ToP IN eASe of doINg buSINeSS
Telangana and Andhra

Pradesh have emerged as
joint toppers. Telangana

and Andhra Pradesh ended
the closely-contested
contest with a score of
98.78% on the 340

parameters that the states
were marked on. 
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multilateral agencies’ Ease of Doing
business ranking. This year India
moved just one spot to 130 out of 190
countries and the government has
expressed its disappointment that the
World Bank did not take into account
the string of reform measures
unleashed by the Narendra Modi

administration. Karnataka, Uttar
Pradesh, West Bengal and Bihar were
classified as “aspiring leaders“with
scores of 70-90%, while Himachal,
Tamil Nadu and Delhi were
identified as states where
acceleration is required given that
their score was between 40% and

70%.
States which implemented less

than 40% of the reforms were
classified as those where a jump-start
was needed. These are Kerala, Goa,
the North Eastern states, Jammu &
Kashmir, along with several union
territories) Among the top 10 states,
the first two are ruled by BJP allies,
with Uttarakhand being the sole state
ruled by the Congress. The average
score for all states and union
territories this year was just under
49% compared to 32% last year.
“We are seeing healthy

competition among states, which we
can't lose sight of... But despite the
efforts of the states, we have a long
way to go, “commerce and industry
minister Nirmala Sitharaman said at
a press conference. She pointed out
that last year, when first such
rankings were released; there were
only seven states with scores of over
50% that had implemented over half
the reforms. This year, there were at
least 15 states with score of over 75%.
While the government is

expected to tweak the para meters,
industrial policy and promotion
secretary Ramesh Abhishek said that
the Centre intended to include
stakeholder feedback in the rankings
for next year.
This year, states were judged on

the basis of the filings made on the
340 parameters, for which 7,124
reform initiatives from 32 states and
union territories were submitted.
These were reviewed by a team from
the World Bank and validated by the
DIPP. The ease of doing business
ranking has led states to unveil a raft
of reforms as they compete to

TS, AP ToP IN eASe of doINg buSINeSS
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improve their rankings and attract
investment

HoW TeLugu STATeS dId IT?
How the two Telugu states could

bounce back? The roots of the drive
to top the business league tables for
both states go back to the bifurcation
of the state of united Andhra Pradesh.
In 2009 the agitation for a separate
state of Telangana gathered
momentum once again. Among the
main demands was employment.
People of Telangana origin did not
want to compete with Coastal
Andhrites for government jobs. Once
Telangana became a reality in 2014
one of the main issues was how to
provide employment beyond the
narrow pool of government jobs. The
Telangana government’s solution
was to attract industry in order to
create jobs and increase tax revenues.  

Meanwhile in Andhra Pradesh,
public finances were thrown in
disarray because of the loss of
Hyderabad, which provided the bulk

of commercial taxes. The obvious
solution the state hit on was attracting
industry, especially with a Chief
Minister like Chandrababu Naidu,
who likes to see himself in terms of a
CEO rather than a CM. For both
states, moving up the ease-of-doing-
business table would attract industry
and send an “all is normal” signal
after division. Both states started
implementing reform measures
proposed by the World Bank and the
Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion aggressively. The
measures included tax,
environmental and labour reforms,
single-window online clearance and
setting up of commercial courts. The
centre piece reform is the
establishment of a single online
window for cutting red tape. 
The Telangana State Industrial

Project Approval and Self
Certification System (TS-iPASS) is
an online portal for granting
clearances based on self certification
by entrepreneurs. The TS-iPASS Act

passed in 2014 provides the legal
backing. The equivalent in Andhra
Pradesh is the Single Desk Portal. If
the government doesn’t respond to an
entrepreneur’s proposal in 15 days
(Telangana) or 21 days (AP) it is
“deemed” as accepted. 
Among the reforms Andhra

Pradesh has initiated are tax and
power subsidies - VAT, GST
reimbursement, power at Rs 1 per
unit – a digitized database of land,
doing away with inspection systems
and commercial courts for settling
disputes. For instance, earlier an
industry needed to get as many as 54
clearances from 15 departments. The
entire process would take 3 months
or more. The entire process can now
be cleared online in 21 days. . The AP
government is focusing on attracting
the auto, biotech, defence,
Information Technology and food
processing industries. The Telangana
administration is targeting the IT, life
sciences, automobiles, textiles, and
precision engineering. 
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India on Monday successfullytest-fired it’s indigenously
developed nuclear capable

Prithvi-II missile twice in quick
succession as part of a user trial by
the army from a test range at
Chandipur in Odisha. In salvo mode,
the two surface-to-surface missiles
which have a strike range of 350 km
and are capable of carrying 500 kg to
1,000 kg of warheads were
successfully test-fired in quick
succession from mobile launcher
from launch complex-3 of the
Integrated Test Range (ITR),
defence sources said.
The Prithvi class of ballistic

missiles make up most of India’s
arsenal of short-range ballistic
missiles, useful for more tactical and
battlefield uses. All of the missiles
are road-mobile, allowing them to be
deployed with manoeuvring forces.
The missiles have steadily improved
their range from the 150 km Prithvi-
I to the 350 km Prithvi-III and have
progressed from liquid fuelled to
solid fuelled over the same
progression. A similar twin trial had
been conducted on October 12, 2009
from the same base where both tests
were successful. The missile is
thrusted by liquid propulsion twin
engines. It uses advanced inertial
guidance system with manoeuvring
trajectory to hit its target, they said.

The missiles were randomly chosen
from the production stock and the
entire launch activities were carried
out by the specially formed strategic
force command (SFC) and
monitored by the scientists of
Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) as part of
training exercise, a defence scientist
said. 
The missile trajectory was

tracked by the DRDO radars,
electro-optical tracking systems and
telemetry stations located along the
coast of Odisha, sources said. The
downrange teams on board the ship
deployed near the designated impact
point in the Bay of Bengal monitored
the terminal events and splashdown.
Inducted into Indian armed forces in
2003, the nine-metre-tall, single-
stage liquid-fuelled Prithvi-II is the
first missile to be developed by the
DRDO under the Integrated Guided
Missile Development Programme,
defence sources said.
The Prithvi-I is a short-range,

road-mobile, liquid propellant
ballistic missile. According to
unconfirmed reports, India
developed the missile with European
assistance, and its motor and
guidance system were originally
based on the Russian S-75 Guideline
surface-to-air missile.
India began developing the

missile in 1983. In its current
configuration, the missile is 8.56 m

Twin trial successful

Nuclear capable
Prithvi-II missile
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long, 1.1 m in diameter, and weighs
4000 kg. It uses a single-stage, liquid
propellant engine, which is
essentially two liquid propellant

motors side-by-side that provide
aerodynamic control as well as thrust
vectoring. This engine control
allows the missile to stop climbing

when it reaches an altitude of 30 km,
travel horizontally at this altitude,
and dive on its target at an 80° angle.
The missile has a minimum range of

The Prithvi-II is a short-
range, road-mobile,
liquid-propellant ballistic

missile. Similar to the Prithvi-I in
many ways, it trades a smaller
warhead for a longer range. India
first tested the Prithvi-II in 1996.
The missile is 9.0 m long, 1.1 m in
diameter, and weighs either 4,000
or 4,600 kg. It uses a single-stage,
liquid propellant engine, giving it
a maximum range of 250 km with
an accuracy of 50 m CEP. In 2011,
the Prithvi-II was tested to 350
km, suggesting some upgrades
since early testing. It uses an
improved liquid propellant over
its predecessor. Its payload
consists of a single warhead
weighing 500 or 1000 kg.
Potentially, if carrying a 1000 kg
payload, the missile could
probably be fitted to any of the
warheads developed for the
Prithvi-I, but it would have a
reduced range. The missile’s
primary warheads are nuclear,
high-explosive, or submunitions
In 2002 management of the

Prithvi-II was shifted from the
Indian Air Force to the Indian
Army, though the IAF still
provides target data. The Indian
Army transports and launches the
missiles from Transporter-
Erector-Launcher (TEL) vehicles.
Its short range and low payload
prevent it from being used against
most strategic targets. However,
the missile’s high accuracy

enables it to hit enemy military
targets effectively, making it a
battlefield weapon.
Guided missile destroyer

commissioned:
Meanwhile the defence

minister Manohar Parrikar on
November 21 has commissioned
'INS Chennai', the third
indigenously designed guided
missile destroyer in the Kolkata
class.  Built at the Mazagon Dock
Shipbuilders Ltd in Mumbai, the
ship's construction also marks the
end of the Project 15A to build
Kolkata-class guided missile
destroyers.
Chief of the Naval Staff,

Admiral Sunil Lanba, was also
present on the occasion.
With an overall length of 164

meters and displacement of over

7,500 tons, 'INS Chennai' is one of
the largest destroyers in the Indian
Navy's fleet. The ship is armed
with supersonic surface-to-
surface BrahMos missiles and
Barak-8 long range surface-to-air
missiles. The ship is going to be
assigned to the western fleet after
completion of some additional
trials of systems deployed on it. It
is the final destroyer ship in this
class. The first ship of the class,
named 'INS Kolkata', was
commissioned on August 16,
2014, followed by 'INS Kochi'
which was commissioned on
September 30, 2015. The third
destroyer will be placed under the
operational and administrative
control of the flag officer
commanding-in-chief western
naval command.

High accuracy arsenal
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40 km and a maximum of 150 km.
The missile has a reported

accuracy of 50 m CEP against targets
at 150 km. At present, it uses an
inertial guidance system. Its payload
is a single warhead weighing up to
1000 kg. Following India’s nuclear
tests in May 1998, the Prithvi-I was
probably fitted with a range of small
nuclear warheads with 1, 5, or 12 to
20 kT yields, and a weight of around
250 to 300 kg. HE penetration, HE
submunitions, fuel-air explosive,
and chemical warheads have likely
also been fitted to the missile.
It is launched from a Transporter-

Erector-Launcher (TEL) vehicle. It
takes approximately two hours to
prepare a missile for launch due to
pre-flight fuelling and various
support functions that must be
accomplished. Two TEL vehicles
require an average of eighteen
support vehicles that include

warhead carriers, power suppliers,
fuel carriers, cranes, and others. Its
short range and low payload prevent
it from being used against strategic
targets. However, the missile’s high
accuracy enables it to hit enemy
military targets effectively, making

it a battlefield weapon.
The Prithvi-I’s first test flight was

in 1988 and it officially entered
service in 1994. Reports from 1999
indicate that there were 16 successful
tests of this missile system. They also
indicate positive flight trials from
April 2003. It is confirmed that the
Prithvi-I was deployed with the
333rd Indian Army Missile Group.
This unit was deployed with its
Prithvi-I component, to the Punjab
region but was rotated back to
Ordinance Headquarters in
Secunderabad to ease tensions with
Pakistan. Reports indicate from the
year 2000 on, that a second unit, the
444th Indian Army Missile Group,
has been created and trained with the
Prithvi-I. Some reports suggest the
possible formation of an additional
unit to support the missile system,
called the 555th Indian Army Missile
Group.

The Prithvi-I’s first test flight
was in 1988 and it officially
entered service in 1994.

Reports from 1999 indicate
that there were 16 successful
tests of this missile system.
They also indicate positive
flight trials from April 2003.

It is confirmed that the
Prithvi-I was deployed with
the 333rd Indian Army

Missile Group. 
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Telangana government is now
granting three-month child
care leave to women

employees. The issued orders (GO)
issued in third week of November
comes into immediate effect. The
Telangana Rashtra Samithi
government was citing on
recommendation of 10th Pay

Revision Commission.
According to the GO, women

employees of the state government
with minor children will be granted
three months leave, not exceeding
15 days in a spell. The employees
can avail the leave to look after two
children, eldest up to 18 years of age
and 22 years in case of disabled. The
leave can be used by parents when
their presence is required at the time

of children's examinations or
sickness.
The GO said CCL account for

child care should be maintained in
the prescribed proforma along with
the service book of employee and
should not be clubbed with regular
leave account. However, the
government said child care leave
cannot be construed as a matter of
right and it requires the prior

More time for
child care

Working mothers:
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sanction of the competent authority.

TAmIL NAdu  eNHANCeS
mATeRNITy LeAve
Meanwhile the Tamil Nadu state

government issued an order to
enhancing maternity leave period
for women government employees
from six to nine months. Two
months after Tamil Nadu chief
minister J Jayalalithaa announced a

Government Order (GO) of the
Personnel and Administrative
Reforms Department in 2nd week of
November was issued. The
department has recalled that
Jayalalithaa had made an
announcement in the Tamil Nadu
Assembly in September, promising
to increase the leave period from the
existing six months or 180 days to
nine months, i.e. 270 days. "The
women government servants who
proceeded on maternity leave, prior
to the date of issue of this order and
continue to be on this leave as of
now, are also eligible for availing
maternity leave up to nine months
(270 days) in total," it said.
Necessary amendments to the

Fundamental Rules will be issued
separately, it added. Woman
employees "with less than two
surviving children", were eligible
for the 9-month maternity leave with
full pay, it added. The period may be
"spread over from the pre-
confinement rest to
post-confinement recuperation, at
the option of the woman
government servant," it said. 
On September 1, Jayalalithaa

had said that maternity leave for
women government employees will
be increased from six to nine
months, fulfilling her party's
electoral promise. She had earlier
enhanced it from three to six months
after assuming office in 2011. 

Working mothers:
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The demise of legendary Carnatic music exponent
Dr. Mangalampalli Balamuralikrishna, who

enthralled music lovers for more than four decades is
a great loss for music lovers and all who personally
know him. He   passed away in Chennai on November
22. The 86-year-old veteran was not keeping well for
some time and breathed his last at his residence
Chennai. As news of Balamuralikrishna’s death
spread, several  prominent personalities arrived at his
home in Kanakasri Nagar near the famed Music
Academy on Cathedral Road, to pay homage.
A noted Carnatic vocalist, multi-instrumentalist,

playback singer and a composer, Balamuralikrishna,
also known as 'Bala' or BMK had left a mark in film
industry as well. A highly respected figure in the field
of music, Balamuralikrishna featured in the popular
national integration song Miley Sur Mera Tumhara
in which he rendered. A crowd-puller in Carnatic
music concerts, musician was also popular among
Telugu and Tamil audiences for his hit numbers
classical keertanas. He even starred in a number of
films in Telugu, Tamil and Malayalam. 
Dr.Mangalampalli Balamuralikrishna (6 July

1930 – 22 November 2016) was an Indian Carnatic
vocalist, multi-instrumentalist, playback singer,
composer and actor. He was awarded the Padma
Vibhushan, India’s second-highest civilian honour,
for his contribution towards Indian Art. He was made

The legend
leaves the
world

Dr. Mangalampalli
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Chevalier of the Ordre des Arts et des
Lettres by the French Government in
2005.
Dr M Balamuralikrishna, the

master of Carnatic and Hindustani
vocal music, would stun with his
brilliant renditions on the viola, violin
and mridangam, while in the same
breath, tell interviewers how the only
thing he wished he could play was
cricket, for that would have made him
a rich man. In Carnatic music that
emphasized technical virtuosity in
singing, he insisted on voice culture,
taking inspiration from Hindustani
music. 
Born in Sankaraguptam in

Andhra Pradesh, Mangalampalli
Balamuralikrishna started singing at
the age of six. He had composed
music and acted in some movies,
including Bhakta Prahlada, where he
played the character of Narada. In his
career, Balamuralikrishna composed
several thillanas, kritis and varnams,
and revived old ragas like Narthak
and Sunadavinodini and created
newer ones like Lavangi, Mahathi,
Manorama, Murali, Om kari,
Prathimadhyamavathi and Siddhi.
Off stage, the singer loved his

cars, karate and casinos. He once  told
a mediaperson about how he would
change his cars every two years,
loved action movies, and was eager
for an invitation to sing abroad
because it meant a chance to play the
slot machines and hear their jingle-
jangle.
Balamurali, as he was called by

musicians and the public, was a
recipient of all three Padma awards -
Padma Vibhushan, Padma Bhushan
and Padma Shri. In the national
integration video 'Mile sur mera
thumhara' that aired on Doordarshan
in 1988 and became a household
number, it was Balamurali who
rendered the Tamil section of the
song.
Balamuralikrishna in his music

career spread over eight decades has
given over 25,000 concerts
worldwide. He accompanied Pandit
Bhimsen Joshi. He also gave
jugalbandi concerts with Pandit
Hariprasad Chaurasia and Kishori
Amonkar, among others. He is also
known for popularising the
compositions of Sri Bhadrachala
Ramadasu and Sri Annamacharya.
Balamuralikrishna’s concerts

combine sophisticated vocal skills
and rhythmic patterns of classical
music with the popular demand for
entertainment value. Bala-
muralikrishna has been invited to
give concerts in many countries,
including the US, Canada, UK, Italy,
France, Russia, Sri Lanka, Malaysia,
Singapore, Middle East and many
more. Apart from his native tongue,
Telugu, his works also include ones
in other languages like Kannada,
Sanskrit, Tamil, Malayalam, Hindi,
Bengali, and Punjabi. 
Characteristic of Balamurali-

krishna’s musical journey has been
his non-conformism, spirit of
experimentation and boundless
creativity. He has innovated the
whole Carnatic music system by

keeping its rich tradition untouched.
The ragas like Ganapathi, Sarvashri,
Mahati, Lavangi etc. are credited to
him. 
The ragas which he invented

represent his quest for new frontiers.
Balamuralikrishna is known to be the
pioneer in bringing such Sandhams
into a logical rhythm, with Angam
and definition. Thri Mukhi,
Panchamukhi, Saptha Mukhi and

Nava Mukhi are the basic
classifications, he has named for his
New Tala System.
Dr. Balamuralikrishna has

contributed a lot in the world of
music. He established the “Academy
of Performing Arts and Research” in
Switzerland. He is also working on
music therapy. For extensive
research in the field of music therapy,
he also established the MBK Trust to
develop art and culture and spread the
knowledge. 
“Vipanchee”, a dance and music

school is a part of this trust and is
managed by his trustee Kalaimamani
Saraswati. His verse and voice had
touched soul. Mesmerized millions
into different world. Those memories
can never fade.
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As many as six crore fifty
four lakh people in the age
group of 5-19 years in the

country have never attended any
school while another four crore forty
nine lakh have dropped out of
schools in the last decade.
According to the 2011 Census

data, there is thirty eight crore
population in the age group of 5-19
years of which twenty six crore
ninety eight lakh (71 per cent) is
attending educational institutions.
Four crore forty nine lakh (11.8 per
cent) people have attended schools
earlier while six crore fifty four lakh
(17.2 per cent) have never been to a
school. There were about sixty six
lakh disabled people in the age
group of 5-19 at census 2011 in
India, according to the census data.
About twenty seven percent

(seventeen and a half lakh) of the
disabled population has never
attended any school; eight lakh
(twelve percent) has dropped out of
schools in the last decade while sixty
per cent (40.2 lakh) people are
attending educational institutions.
The proportion of disabled

persons who never attended any
educational institution in 2011, was
found to be highest among persons
with 'multiple disability' (fifty four
per cent), followed by 'mental
illness' (fifty per cent) and 'mental
retardation' (forty one per cent)
whereas persons with 'any other

disability' (eighteen per cent) show
the least percentage. Further, out of
forty lakh disabled persons
attending educational institutions,
twenty three lakh (fifty seven per
cent) are males and seventeen lakh
(forty three per cent) are females.
Compared to year 2001 there is an
improvement of about 11

percentage points for the disabled
persons attending schools in the age-
group 5-19.In 2001, about thirty
three lakh (fifty per cent) out of sixty
five lakh disabled persons in the
same age group reported attending
educational institutions. 
It is further noticed that disabled

persons with 'any other disability'
show the highest percentage
(seventy one per cent) in attending
educational institution followed by
'seeing' (sixty eight per cent),
'hearing' (sixty seven per cent),
'movement' (sixty per cent), 'speech'
(fifty nine per cent), 'mental
retardation' (forty seven per cent),
'multiple disability' (thirty seven per
cent) and least with 'mental illness'
(thirty four  per cent).
Maximum percentage of

disabled persons who attended
educational institution earlier is seen
in 'movement' (eighteen per cent)
followed by 'mental illness' (fifteen
per cent) and least in multiple
disability' (eight per cent). 

Sixty five million Indians
never attended school
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The biggest challenge in
getting placements for
engineering and manage-

ment graduates of Telangana state is
the skill their course syllabus does
not provide, it is: Soft Skills.  More
than fifty percent of the students
pursuing engineering and
management courses from
Telangana-based institutes could not
get campus placements simply
because lack of soft skills. The
information from All India Council
of Technical Education (AICTE) has
revealed this sorry state of states
professional college education.
Many lectures and academic in
charges of these institutions feel
there is little change in the situation
and more than half their students
have little or no chances of getting
placements even next year.
The state of Telangana has 377

engineering and 410 management
institutions. Of the total number of
engineering students who graduated
from the state between 2012 and
2016, only 21per cent managed to
secure a job through campus
recruitments. Similarly, in the case
of management students, the
percentage of employed graduates
stood at a meagre 29 per cent. The
analysis of data further asserts that
companies limit their placement
visits to a few colleges alone, despite
the managements of various
institutions taking extra measures to
train students for these job
interviews. The biggest challenge:
soft skills.
It has been observed by

placement in changes that even if
students have enough knowledge
about their area of study, they are
unable to present their case in front
of recruiters. Many students face
issues answering basic questions

like, `tell us something about you '.
The situation at management
institutions is much the same. The
selection process comprises written
test, group discussion and personal
interview. In most cases, companies
are looking for academic knowledge
as well as aptitude skills. Therefore
experts are advising students to
brush up their skills before appearing
for campus placements.
Some college managements

attribute this unfortunate trend to the
change in requirement of companies
over the last few years. They are of
the opinion that companies now look
for additional skills among students.
Those with hands-on experience in
areas such as Oracle, SAP, cyber
security, Internet of Things among
others, are preferred and find
placements easily. Keeping this in
view they are advising students to do
one of those courses outside the
college in their free time.

Campus placements

Lack of soft skills making it hard
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Indore-Patna
Exp derails
Deadliest
accident
kills 149
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It is the deadliest train accident inlast six years in the country.
Hundred and forty passengers

lost life as the Indore-Patna Express
flew off the tracks, leading to
derailment of 14 coaches. The train
packed with more than 2,000 people
was doing 100km per hour at the
time of accident. The train runs
between Rajendra Nagar Terminal
(Patna) and Indore, and passes
through Varanasi, Faizabad and
Kanpur, among 17 stoppages. The
last big rail accident in the country
was in May 2010, when
Gyaneshwari Express derailed in
West Midnapore in West Bengal,
killing 148 people.
The coaches derailed in the pre-

dawn hours of November 20, as the
Patna-bound train crossed Pukhraya
in the Jhansi-Kanpur section. The
high toll was in part due to sleeping
passengers at 3.15 being caught
unawares and the older coaches in
the train. Two coaches, S1 and S2,
bore the brunt of the derailment. 
The train had 23 coaches,

including 12 sleeper coaches, three
general seating coaches, four AC3,
one AC1 and two SLR (seating-
cum-luggage) rakes. The driver and
guard are safe and their account can
help the commissioner of rail safety
piece the events together. Railway
sources said an extra AC3 coach was
added to the train and pointed out
that casualties are likely to have
been higher due to all the coaches of
the train being old ICF ones rather
than the modern Holfmann Bush
(LHB) coaches. Local villagers and
police were the first to reach the spot

within 30 minutes of the accident. 
Army column and NDRF

personnel from Varanasi and
Lucknow reached the site to speed
up rescue operations. Besides,
police teams from neighbouring
districts were also deployed. Rail
traffic on the Kanpur-Jhansi section
that links UP to MP and Maharashtra
remained affected till the filing of
this report. Many trains were either
cancelled or diverted. 
The accident scene was not for

the faint hearted. Villagers who
reached the spot said they removed
more than 25 bodies. Very few could
reach the site in the first two hours
but after daybreak, relatives and
friends of the passengers arrived and
began a frantic search. “The timing
of the accident was a key reason for
such a large number of casual ties,
“a railway official said.
Hundreds of railway workers

used heavy-duty cranes to remove
the badly damaged sleeper coaches
S1, S2, S3 and S4, besides the AC-3
(B3) bogey of the Patna-bound train,
from the tracks on Monday .These
five coaches collided with each
other and accounted for most of the
casualties.
“A total of 145 bodies have been

extracted from the damaged bogeys.
“Said UP state principal secretary
(home) Debasish Panda. The UP
government lodged an FIR on
Monday against “unidentified
“railway employees in connection
with the accident. The FIR, lodged
by Arjun Singh, GRP station officer
of Bhimsen, includes IPC Sections
304 (A) (causing death by
negligence), 338 and 337 (causing
grievous hurt by an act which

Indore-Patna
Exp derails
Deadliest
accident
kills 149
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endangers the life of others) as well
as Sections 154 and 151of the
Railways Act (endangering the
safety of rail passengers and
damaging railway property).
The authorities, meanwhile, are

trying to find out what exactly led to
the tragedy. Many survivors had
complained that it appeared railway
officials had overlooked safety
concerns. Some said a coach had
been making a lot of noise and that
its wheels were not functioning
smoothly. GRP director general
Gopal Gupta said “A thorough
inquiry is needed in the case to
understand the actual cause. Both
technical and infrastructure related
hazards would be accounted for
during the probe. “Gupta said the
on-duty train driver and other
railway officials would be
questioned.

National Disaster Response
Force (NDRF) 11 commandant
Alok Kumar Singh said nearly 400
NDRF men toiled through the night
to dig through the mangled remains
of the coaches in their search for
survivors and bodies.
“There are remote chances of

anyone still being alive. Altogether
132 bodies were pulled out in first
day's operations, while 13 were
found early next day from the
mangled remains of the coaches, “he
added. Railway personnel, assisted
by the Army, NDRF and state police,
carried out search and rescue
operations overnight under
floodlights. Most of the bodies were
taken for post-mortem to Mati, in
Kanpur Dehat, and the mortuary in
Kanpur.
Investigations to ascertain and

corroborate facts about what led to

the accident are under way. `Rail
fracture' due to expansion of the
track in summer and contraction in
winter has been identified as the
likely cause of the accident. If
confirmed, it could point to
deficiencies in track management.
Though the exact cause of the
derailment was not ascertained,
junior railway minister Manoj Sinha
also mentioned contraction of
tracks, which normally happens in
winters, could be one of the reasons.
Railway minister Suresh Prabhu
said strong action would be taken if
anybody was found responsible for
the accident. A total of Rs 12.5 lakh
exgratia was announced
immediately from various sources-
-Rs 5 lakh from UP government, Rs
3.5 lakh from railways and Rs 2 lakh
each from the PM Relief Fund and
MP government. 
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After seven months a
controversial limb-
lengthening surgery on

22-year-old techie S Nikhil Reddy,
the Telangana State Medical
Council (TSMC) has slapped a two-
year ban on Dr G Chandra Bhushan.
On 4 November TSMC has
delivered a guilty verdict for the
surgeon. The decision in the
sensational case, which was
performed on 5.7-foot tall Nikhil by
a team of doctors led by Dr Chandra
Bhushan on April 5 this year at
Global Hospitals, was unanimously
approved by both TSMC's Ethics
Committee and general body at a
meeting. Nikhil's limb-lengthening

case was taken suo motu by TSMC
on April 6 with lengthy hearings
even as Telangana Orthopaedic
Surgeons' Association (TOSA)
launched a campaign to defend one
of their members. Nikhil Reddy has
been bed-ridden for over seven
months at his MN Reddy Nagar
residence in Hyderabad city.
“The TSMC's Ethics Committee

decided to debar the surgeon from
practising for two years as the
surgeon (Dr Chandra Bhushan) is
found to have violated ethical norms
on three important counts by
performing a cosmetic limb-
lengthening surgery on young
Nikhil, “said Dr E Ravinder Reddy,
chairman, TSMC. All the10 TSMC
members present at the meeting

mainly faulted Chandra Bhushan for
choosing to perform a cosmetic
limb-lengthening surgery using
Ilizarov technique on a perfectly
healthy young boy with no
pathological indications.
They also took serious note of

the doctor's failure to take the
consent of Nikhil's parents despite
the knowledge that such surgery
entailed long post-operative care
and rehabilitation with regular
physiotherapy sessions for several
months. What prompted the TSMC
to favour a strong punitive action
against the doctor was his decision
to go ahead with the surgery on 5.7-
foot height Nikhil despite the fact
that the average male Indian height
is 5.5 feet. “There were no clear-cut
indications to undertake limb-
lengthening surgery on Nikhil
Reddy, “added Dr E Ravinder
Reddy. Dr Chandra Bhushan
strongly defended his decision
before the panel and said that he had
explained all the pros and cons to
Nikhil before undertaking the
surgery. Sources said that the
committee rejected his claim as he

Out for
2yearrs
Height
surgeon
banned
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could not produce any video-
recording of patient's counselling as
evidence.
Welcoming TSMC's decision, S

Govardhan Reddy, father of Nikhil
Reddy, said that the condition of his
son had still not improved. “Only 10
days ago, his wounds developed
infection after he climbed a few
stairs as advised by his doctor and is
bedridden again.” he said. Nikhil,
according to his father, will continue
to need the services of an
orthopaedic expert and
physiotherapists. “I still experience
pains as all the external fixtures put
on the legs are yet to be removed,
“said Nikhil. The TSMC is learnt to
have directed Global Hospitals to
continue treating Nikhil even in the
absence of his doctor Dr Chandra
Bhushan till his condition improves.

SIx moRe doCS SuSPeNded 
Besides awarding punishment to

the doctor of Nikhil Reddy, the
TSMC suspended six other doctors
for a certain period for indulging in
unethical medical practice.  Topping
the suspension list was Dr Namratha
of Srushti Test Tube Baby Centre at

KPHB, Hyderabad, who has been
suspended for a period of five years
for taking an NRI couple, who had
opted for surrogacy, for a ride. As per
the complaint filed against her
before the TSMC, Dr Namratha
handed over a child, who was not
connected to them biologically but
was delivered through surrogacy. 
Other doctors in the suspended

list include Dr Rahul Carter of
Serenity Foundation,
Secunderabad; Dr Hari Kumar
Ravva of Mind Crest Hospital of
Psychiatry & Rehabilitation,
Malakpet and Dr Minhaj Zafar
Nasirabadi of Samatha
Rehabilitation. Each of them has
been suspended for a period of six
months for unethical psychiatric
practices. TSMC members found
that people who had no medical
qualification were treating patients

at these rehabs, even though the
permission of the centres was on the
name of these doctors. Similarly, the
TSMC's ethics committee also
handed out three-month suspension
to Dr T Manoj Kumar of Jagtial in
Karimnagar for performing
indiscriminate appendectomy
surgeries in Kathalapur mandal,
Karimnagar. In the same case, seven
more doctors were warned for their
unethical practices.
In another instance, the TSMC

suspended Dr Krishna Kanth Reddy,
a Ukraine-return doctor practising
in Karimnagar, for not complying
with their order. “He had an MD
degree obtained from Ukraine but it
is equivalent to an MBBS degree in
India. He was found practising with
an MD degree without displaying
the fact that it was equivalent to an
MBBS degree. 

“There were no clear-cut indications to undertake limb-
lengthening surgery on Nikhil Reddy, “added Dr E Ravinder
Reddy. Dr Chandra Bhushan strongly defended his decision
before the panel and said that he had explained all the pros

and cons to Nikhil before undertaking the surgery.
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The Centre will soon come out
with a new 14year roadmap to
strengthen measures for

wildlife conservation in India. It will
be a comprehensive plan to increase
number of protected areas (PAs) and
manage them through high-tech
surveillance like drones and
centralised web-based digital
equipment.
The roadmap, National Wildlife

Action Plan 2017-31, has been
finalised after consulting states and
other stakeholders, including
conservationists. It covers all
important issues concerning
conservation, ranging from
rehabilitation of threatened species to
integrating climate change in wildlife
planning, control of poaching and
illegal trade, mitigation of human-
wildlife conflicts and management of
tourism in wildlife areas.
Though the existing 200216 plan,

too, has these components, the new
one (2017-31) has incorporated best
practices from around the world and
fixed timelines for not only

increasing the number of protected
areas, but also initiating a number of
additional measures to strengthen
surveillance measures and creating a
fresh database of endangered species.
At present, there are a total of 726 PAs
(national park, wildlife sanctuaries
and biosphere reserves) in the
country covering 1.60 lakh sq km
(4.88% of the geographical area).At
the beginning of the previous plan
(2002-2016), there were only about
400 PAs covering an area of around
1.56 lakh sq km.
Efforts under the new wildlife

action plan will be to further increase
the number of PAs by involving local
population. Since the PAs provide a
wide range of social, environmental
and economic benefits to the people,
the idea is to cover more and more
areas within the specified time-
frame. The 2017-31 will be the third
such action plan. The first one was
drafted and adopted in 1983. Under
the new plan, the environment
ministry has formulated detailed
guidelines for using technology to
check wildlife crimes. Besides
promoting use of drones for

surveillance, the plan talks about
using mobile technology to develop
`digital field guides' for easy
identification of various wildlife
goods and their derivatives. All the
forest guards will be trained to use
such mobile-based technology which
will use the data from the unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs). All field
information will be transmitted to
centralised control rooms at state
capitals for round-the-clock
monitoring.
The plan also talks about

conducting national level audit of
wildlife trade using scientific
methods to understand the change in
global and Indian wildlife trade
patterns and then ensure that
preventive measures are in place to
counter trade trends in the initial
stages. On the issue of human-
wildlife conflict, the new plan seeks
to ascertain population status and
trends for various species involved in
intensive conflict situations with
humans, and develop population
management strategies for the
various prioritised species and
regions.

NeW PLAN
WILdLIfe
CoNSeRvATIoN 
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Global wildlife populations
could decline by two-thirds
by 2020, a new report said

as it placed India fifth in terms of
capacity to produce renewable
resources and absorb spill over
wastes like carbon dioxide. The

report said food production to meet
demands of growing human
population was the "primary" factor
responsible for the destruction of
habitats and over-exploitation of
wildlife. "This places the world on a
trajectory of a potential two-thirds
decline within a span of the half-
century ending in 2020," WWF's

Living Planet Report 2016 said
while highlighting the magnitude of
human impact on the planet and the
changes needed in the way society
is fed and fuelled.
It said despite the low personal

carbon footprint of Indians, it is a
"challenge" when aggregated by
population size and predicted that

Wildlife could decline
by two-thirds by 2020
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the equation will be further affected
as wealth grows. Global wildlife
populations could decline by an
average of 67 percent between
1970-2020 as a result of human
activities. Global populations of
birds, mammals, amphibians, fish
and reptiles have already declined
by 58 percent between 1970 and
2012, the most recent year with
available data.
The report said just as human

demand on nature varies among
countries, nature's biocapacity-
ecosystem's capacity to produce
resources such as food, fibre and
renewable raw materials and absorb
spill over wastes like carbon
dioxide--is unevenly distributed.
Brazil, China, US, Russia and India
account for nearly half of the planet's
total biocapacity. These few
countries function as global
biocapacity hubs as they are among
the primary exporters of resources

to the other countries.  This results
in great pressure on ecosystems in
these countries, undoubtedly
contributing to habitat loss. This is
an example where pressure is driven
by consumption activities in other,
distant countries according to the
report. 
The 2016 report noted that food

production is primarily responsible
for the destruction of habitats and
over- exploitation of wildlife. "At
present, agriculture occupies about
one-third of the Earth's total land
area and accounts for almost 70
percent of water use. India ranks
fifth in terms of biocapacity...India's
carbon footprint currently makes up
53 percent of the country's overall
ecological footprint," the report
said.
The report, which tracks over

14,000 vertebrate populations of
over 3,700 species from 1970 to

2012, provides additional evidence
that the planet is entering a
completely unchartered territory in
history in which humanity is
shaping changes on Earth, including
"a possible sixth mass extinction".
The top threats to species are
directly linked to human activities,
including habitat loss, degradation
and over- exploitation of wildlife,
the report said.
Our consumption patterns and

the way we look at our natural world
are constantly shaping the future of
our planet. The power to build a
resilient planet for future
generations lies in our
understanding of how we are
moving into this new epoch that
scientists are calling 'Anthropocene'
and adopting sustainable practices
that decrease humanity's impact on
the planet. "We need to come
together as a global community and
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address the threats to biodiversity to
protect our environment as well as
our economic and social structures,"
said Ravi Singh, Secretary General
and CEO, WWF-India.
In 2020, commitments made

under the Paris Climate deal will
kick in and the first environmental
actions under the globe's new
sustainable development plan are
due that year.
Wildlife is disappearing within

our lifetimes at an unprecedented
rate. Biodiversity forms the
foundation of healthy forests, rivers
and oceans. "Take away species, and
these ecosystems will collapse along
with the clean air, water, food and
climate services that they provide
us," said Marco Lambertini,
International Director General, and

WWF. The report recognizes the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development as an "essential" guide
to decision-making that can ensure
that the environment is valued
alongside economic and social
interests.  
Quoting factsheets about India

based on reference material sources
from public domains, it said 41
percent of mammals, 7 percent of
birds, 46 percent of reptiles, 57
percent of amphibians and 70
percent of freshwater fish of India's
wildlife is threatened with
extinction while four of the 386
species of mammals evaluated are
already extinct.
Although India aims for 33

percent forest cover, it currently has
only 21.3 percent of forest and tree

cover which makes it one of the
countries with the lowest per capita
availability of forests in the world,
according to the factsheets. Though
India has about 4 percent of the
world's freshwater resources,
ranking it among the top ten water
rich countries, it is still designated a
"water stressed region". 70 percent
of its surface water is polluted and
60 percent of groundwater sources
are expected to be in a critical state
within the next decade.
According to the reference

material, it is estimated that by 2020,
food grain requirement will be
almost 30-50 percent more than the
demand in 2000 and India could also
see a 10-40 percent loss in crop
production by 2080-2100 due to
global warming. 
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Humanity will not survive
another thousand years on
Earth unless the human

race finds another planet to live on,
one of the world's best-known
physicists Stephen Hawking has
warned. "I don't think we will
survive another 1,000 years without
escaping beyond our fragile planet,"
the celebrated theoretical physicist
and cosmologist said.
Hawking painted a grave picture

of the future while delivering a
lecture on the universe and the
origins of human beings at the
Oxford Union debating society.
Professor Hawking, 74,

reflected on the understanding of the
universe garnered from
breakthroughs over the past five
decades, describing 2016 as a
"glorious time to be alive and doing
research in theoretical physics".
"Our picture of the universe has
changed a great deal in the last 50

years and I am happy if I have made
a small contribution," he was quoted
as saying. 
"The fact that we humans, who

are ourselves mere fundamental
particles of nature, have been able to
come this close to understanding the
laws that govern us and the universe
is certainly a triumph," Hawking
said. Highlighting "ambitious"
experiments that will give an even
more precise picture of the universe,
he said, "We will map the position of
millions of galaxies with the help of
(super) computers like Cosmos. We
will better understand our place in
the universe. "
"Perhaps one day we will be able

to use gravitational waves to look
right back into the heart of the Big
Bang. But we must also continue to
go into space for the future of
humanity," he said. Hawking's
predictions for humanity has been
bleak in recent months. In January,
he cautioned developments in
science and technology are

producing "new ways things can go
wrong".  He also estimated self-
sustaining human colonies on Mars
would not be constructed for another
100 years, meaning the human race
must be "very careful" in the time
before then.
Hawking advised a deeply

polarized Britain that "just like
children, we will have to learn to
share as we face perilous times" in
an essay criticizing the attitudes
towards wealth that precipitated
Brexit.  After such a stark warning,
Hawking finished with a more
galvanizing message encouraging
students to explore the mysteries of
the universe not yet solved.
"Remember to look up at the

stars and not down at your feet. Try
to make sense of what you see,
wonder about what makes the
universe exist. Be curious. However
difficult life may seem there is
always something you can do and
succeed at. It matters that you don't
just give up," he said. 

Humans
have to
find
another
planet

Stephen Hawking
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“Triple talaq (talaq-e-
bidat), nikah halala and
polygamy are

unconstitutional because they
compromise the rights of Muslim
Women (or of women who are
married into the Muslim
community) to their disadvantage,
which is detrimental to them and
their children. Therefore, these
practices should be strictly
prohibited," reads the affidavit.
The affidavit also adds that the

Commission supports the stand
taken by the Centre in the Supreme
Court last month. "The National
Commission is herein supporting the
stand taken by the Union of India and
is adapting the affidavit filed by
them." The NCW says that its

submission before the court comes
in the backdrop of several
complaints made to it by aggrieved
Muslim women."The Commission
is partaking of a large number of
cases relating to women who have
been at the receiving end of the
practice of unilateral talaq."NCW is
a respondent in a case in SC on triple
talaq and submitted its affidavit. 

The Centre in its reply to the SC
in October had opposed the practice
of triple talaq, 'nikah halala' and
polygamy among Muslims and
favoured a relook on grounds of
gender equality and secularism. It
also provided a list of Islamic
countries including Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Turkey, which have
made reforms in their personal laws
and banned talaq-e-bidat. The Centre
also argued that the practices of triple

talaq, nikah halala and polygamy
cannot be regarded as an essential
part of the religion and hence are not
entitled to protection under Article
25 (Freedom to practice religion) of
the Constitution.
On the issue of 'triple talaq', the

Centre had in an affidavit in the
Supreme Court last month opposed
the practice. Indicating need for
wider consultation before taking a
call on Uniform Civil Code, the
government had in June asked the
Law Commission to examine the
issue.
The move asking the law panel to

examine the issue assumes
significance as the Supreme Court
had recently said it would prefer a
wider debate, in public as well as in
court, before taking a decision on the
constitutional validity of triple talaq,

NCW
demands

ban 

Triple talaq
&

polygam:

National Commission for Women has 
demanded a ban on instantaneous triple talaq or

talaq-e-bidat and polygamy in its affidavit to
Supreme Court on the grounds that these

practices are against the rights of muslim women
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which many complain is abused by
Muslim men to arbitrarily divorce
their wives.
The SC is hearing a batch of

petitions against triple talaq. The first
among these pleas was filed by
Shayara Bano from Uttarakhand
who challenged the practices like
triple talaq, polygamy and "nikah
halala" (a practice where divorced
women, in case they want to go back
to their husbands, have to
consummate a second marriage) as
being unconstitutional. Two women
divorced through triple talaq from
Jaipur and Kolkata also approached
the Court. Their petitions and a
number of supportive pleas filed by
Muslim women's organizations have
all been bunched together.
The AIMPLB and various other

outfits have objected to the affidavit
and Law Commission's
questionnaire on Uniform Civil
Code and announced their boycott of
the move, accusing the government
of waging a "war" against the
community.
Opposing these petitions in court

are the Jamiat-Ulema -e-Hind (JUH)
and the All India Muslim Personal
Law Board (AIMPLB). AIMPLB
had told the apex court that personal
laws can't be re-written in the name
of reforms and that the validity of
Muslim personal law "cannot be
tested" as it derives from Quran.
AIMPLB misleading people:

Muslim women's body
Meanwhile amid the raging

debate over 'triple talaq', All India
Muslim Women Personal Law
Board (AIMWPLB) on Sunday
criticized the signature campaign
launched by the AIMPLB, dubbing
it as a move to "mislead" women
from the community. "The campaign
is not to empower Muslim women
but to mislead them," AIMWPLB
president Shaista Amber told media.
Her comments came days after

the All India Muslim Personal Law
Board carried out a signature
campaign against Centre’s affidavit
in the Supreme Court against 'triple
talaq' and the questionnaire prepared
by the Law Commission regarding
Uniform Civil Code.  She said it

would have been better had the
AIMPLB written in its documents
that it wholeheartedly supported the
provisions in the Holy Quran about
'triple talaq'. AIMPLB could also
punish those who utter 'talaq' thrice
in one go, she suggested.
Amber said the affidavit before

the apex court smacked of vote bank
politics and efforts to disintegrate the
society. "On the pretext of the issue,
the government was trying to push
the agenda implementing Uniform
Civil Code," she said.
Implementation of a common

code is part of the BJP's election
manifesto. Amber said that rather
than following the clerics, Muslims
should abide by what is written in the
Quran. This would also ensure that
there is no tinkering with the basic
spirit of the Muslim Personal Law.
Bharatiya Muslim Mahila

Andolan, which is also one of the
petitioners in SC, spearheaded a
signature campaign earlier this year
in which over 50,000 Muslim
women and men participated and
sought a ban on triple talaq.
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Ablockbuster wedding of
mining baron and former
minister Gali Janardhan

Reddy's daughter marked by sheer
opulence took place at the sprawling
Palace Grounds in Bengaluru,
raising a firestorm of controversy.
The five-day extravaganza with
ceremonies held against the
backdrop of lavish settings. The
flamboyant wedding stirred a huge
row over its timing when people
across the country are reeling under
cash crunch after demonetization of
high value currencies.
Palace grounds that plays host to

grand weddings presented almost a
surreal picture as Bramhani entered
into wedlock with Rajeev Reddy, a
leading businessman's son from
Andhra Pradesh, with rituals
conducted by a battery of priests
from the famous Tirumala temple.

The grandeur of the wedding was
such that huge sets replicating Vijaya
Vitthala temple of Hampi, the seat of
the glorious erstwhile Vijayanagara
Empire, and Tirumala Tirupati
temple were erected at the venue,
along with the replica of the homes
of both of bride and the groom.
Pre-wedding events have been

on with equal extravagance at the

venue for the past five days. Artistes
and dancers from different parts of
the country, including Samba
dancers from Brazil, were part of one
such bash. The first glimpse of the
ostentatious wedding came with the
invitation box with a LCD screen
playing a video, where Reddy and
family were seen inviting guests, lip
syncing to a song.  

Lavish wedding raises eyebrows
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Janardhan Reddy and family
dressed up as "royals" in gold and
diamond had left no stone unturned
for the wedding.  Most utensils for
the wedding rituals were either gold
or silver and entire venue was
equipped with air conditioners.
While overflowing fountains added
to the glitter, orchids and other
ornamental flowers were arranged
fancily.
The who's who of the Kannada

and Telugu film industry attended
the wedding ceremony and wished
the newly wed.Karnataka governor
Vajubhai Vala, home minister G.
Parameshwara, energy minister
D.K. Shiva Kumar, transport
minister Ramalinga Reddy, BJP state
president B.S. Yeddyurappa were
among prominent leaders who
attended. Even as
there were reports
that BJP leaders
would stay away
from the wedding that
has come at a time
when Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has
announced "war" on
black money, there
was a line-up of
leaders of the party at
the event. Equally

surprising was the attendance of
senior Congress ministers. Congress
had waged a political war against
Reddy and his brothers by staging a
padayatra till Ballari. They had
alleged that he had created "republic
of Ballari" and the then BJP
government had no authority there.
Janardhan Reddy, who had served as
a minister in the BJP government. 
It is said about 50,000 people had

been invited for the wedding and
people were also ferried from
Reddy's bastion, mine-rich Ballari.
All these people attended the event
were given saplings along with
sweets as a return gift.
Income Tax raid
Less than a week after this

ostentatious wedding made
headlines, the Income Tax sleuths

raided r Gali Janardhan Reddy's
Obulapuram mining company in
Bellary, three hundred km from
Bengaluru. Sources said a number of
documents have been found and are
being examined. His residence is
also likely to be raided, sources
added. The income tax raid comes
five days after the lavish wedding of
the mining baron's daughter raised
eyebrows for its pomp and grandeur
- held at a time when millions were
queuing up outside banks and ATMs
for cash.

Janardhan Reddy, a former BJP
minister and one of the richest
politicians in Karnataka, is one of the
main accused in the Bellary illegal
mining scam.  He is on bail after
languishing for 40 months in jail for
his alleged involvement in the multi-

crore mining scam
that rocked the
southern state in
2010-11. 
Though Reddy

was maintain-ing low
profile after his
release in January
2015 on conditional
bail by the Supreme
Court, an expensive
marriage brought him
back into limelight.
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Many a times reality will be
stranger than fiction.
More of drama,

vengeance, greed for wealth, and
suffering of innocent individuals.
Real life can be like an action filled
cinema. One such episode unfolded
this November month. A dissatisfied
married woman, her husband an
unsuspecting young businessman
struggling to survive and a cunning
greedy banker. First and last persons
coming close lead to developing
extramarital relationship. Then begin
criminal conspiracy to eliminate the
businessman who is viewed as
obstacle women perusing her
pleasures out of the wedlock and
corrupt banker with fear that that
man’s complaint may expose in
misappropriations leading to loosing
the job. However clever the two
criminal minds operated and hired
professional killers skillfully
eliminated the man, Kushaiguda
station police investigation could
expose the heinous crime.
Here is what happened: Settipalli

Jyothi (55) a widow, was living with
her son Gopalakrishana (33) in
Nomula Residency, Mangapuram,
HB colony, Moulali, R R Dist. She
came rushing to Kushaiguda police
station at 11 in the night on October
29 to complain about murder of her
only son by some unknown persons.
The housewife told Kushaiguda
police stating that she has one son and
one daughter.  Her son Gopalakrishna
was married and one year back. But
his wife Nagvineela deserted him and

went away. So she along with her son
is residing in pent house and her son
is doing business.  On that day at
about 8 PM Gopalakrishna had
dinner and asked his mother to switch
on geyser so that he would go to pent
house open place before returning to
take bath.  Having waited for long
time, Jyothi came out of pent house
and found her son in a pool of blood.
Gopalakrishna was having bleeding
injuries on his stomach.  Unknown
offenders killed her son by stabbing
and the aged housewife requested
necessary action.
Based on the complaint of Jyothi a

case (in Cr.No.718/2016 u/s 302 IPC)
was registered by N Venkata Ramana,
Inspector of Police, and P S
Kushaiguda and took up for

investigation. Immediately after that
police launched further investigation.
They spoke to family members
neighbours in the apartment, three kids
who were playing in the apartment at
the time of the murder told police that
a lady took them to nearby Diwali
Crackers shop promising to provide
them crackers and left. She was
wearing scarf to her face. 
Meanwhile B Nagabushanam –

brother in law of deceased on
knowing incident has rushed to
Hyderabad. His wife and only sister
of deceased, Anuradha also came
along. She identified the lady in the
CCTV footages as of her sister in law
Nagavineela with the walking style
and other features.  She also stated
that her mother pledged  nearly 3 Kgs

Snatch away wealth & wife:
Bank officer got a man killed

Accused in the case including Gopalakrishna’s wife Nagavineela
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gold and other landed property in
ICICI Bank, Ghatkesar.  But they
could not repay the amount.  As such,
Ravindra who is ICICI Bank official
several times telephoned and also
visited their house.  Meanwhile,
differences krept between her brother
and sister in law. Her sister in law
Nagavineela deserted her husband
and subsequently developed extra
marital relation with Ravindra.  He
also sold away the gold in the auction
in the name of others without giving
notice to her mother upon which her
mother also questioned for which he
threatened her with dire
consequences.  As such, she strongly
suspects involvement of said
Ravindra and also her sister in law
Nagavineela as she is found in CCTV
footage at the time of incident. With
this strong suspicion built against:
Dunda Ravindra ICICI Cluster Head
(A1) and Settipally Nagavineela
(A2) wife of Gopalakrishna. Teams
have been deployed to various
corners and on November 8, on
information Ravindra was
apprehended at Ramanthapur and
interrogated.  A detailed confession
is recorded. 

This confession revealed the
reasons and details their criminal
conspiracy behind the murder.
Ravindra who studied up to MBA
was working as Cluster Head in
ICICI Bank at Suryapet is a married
man with a son and daughter.  In the
year 2014 he worked in Ghatkesar
ICICI Bank branch.  Previous
Manager Vijay is known to him and
he introduced top 20 customers who
include Settipally Jyothi and her son
Gopalakrishna.  He also informed
that they pledged nearly 3 kgs gold
and took Rs.60 Lakhs loan but they
are not renewing.  He informed them
to renew otherwise gold will be
auctioned.  He also visited them
personally.  Whenever he visited
mother and son, used to make

Nagavineela speak to Ravindra. Due
to regular contacts, Nagavineela
started sharing her personal matters
and informed that her father died in
childhood due to poor financial state,
though not interested she married
deceased and complained him about
mother in law’s harassment.  Taking
advantage of her dissatisfaction
Ravindra induced her that he is
already married but still loves her and
she also agreed. They have
developed physical contact and
continued it. 
In the year 2015 Nagavineela

went to Vijayawada to her parent’s
home. After her return Ravindra took
a portion in Boduppal for her and
used to visit her two days in a week.
In the month of May, 2016 he became
Cluster Head of ICICI Bank and he
took portion at Suryapet and kept
Nagavineela there.  Then he again
called Jyothi and her son about gold
auction.  In 2015 he got the gold of
Anuradha (sister of deceased) to his
friend in auction and he made some
profit.  He got the gold in the name of
Gopalakrishna to his known person.
He also auctioned gold of
Gopalakrishna without his
knowledge and took amount.  He
renewed gold of Jyothi for
Rs.1.50,000/-.  Thereafter, they
approached Ghatkesar ICICI Bank
and asked for gold but they were
informed that the gold was already

auctioned on which they created a
galata that without notice how they
can auction gold. They also
complained to higher authorities.

With this apprehending that he
would lose the job, Ravindra along
with Nagavineela decided to
eliminate both Jyothi and her son.
Approached Yadaiah of
Rajendranagar who is running Hotel
at Singapore Town with his held hired
killers for Rs.10 lakhs and gave Rs.2
Lakhs as advance. After showing
Nomula residency he also paid
balance Rs.8 Lakhs.  On November
29 hired killers gang of four came in
their Indica Car. Ravindra and
Nagavineela came from Suryapet in
a car. Nagavineela got dropped at
Ghatkesar to watch movements of
deceased.  She went to Nomula
Residency and informed availability
of deceased.  At a distance of 500
metres from Nomula residency
Indica car was stopped.  Ravindra
along with two of the killer gang were
in his car and the other two Wahed -
Asgar entered Nomula Residency
and were in contact with Naga
Vineela. She entered into Nomula
Residency by covering her face with
a scarf Asgar was carrying a knife and
Wahed having a pistol.  At about 8 pm
they went upstairs and initially Wahid
fired at Gopalakrishna but it misfired.
Immediately both the killers bounced
up on Gopalakrishna and stabbed
him indiscriminately due to which he
died. Immediately the killers fled
away.
After the confession of Ravindra

police arrested Nagavineela and
recorded her confession the arrested
accused were brought to Police
station. Therefore, the investigation
disclosed that, Ravindra,
Nagavineela along with their hired
killer gang has criminally conspired
to eliminate Gopalakrishna. All the
accused were produced in the
Honourable Court by police. 

Gopalakrishana
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Alcohol and tobacco gets
priority over health for rural
Indian. According to a

survey rural India spends about
three times more on alcohol (Rs 140)
and tobacco (Rs 196) than
healthcare (Rs 56) each month. And
Rs 500 is what an average rural
household spends every month on
fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG) like foods items, soaps,
detergents, shampoos and hair oil.
According to a survey published in
Times of India. The report of the
survey done by Chrome Data
Analytics & Media (Chrome DM),
a primary research and data
analytics company, the monthly
expenditure on other items
including medicines in rural India is
restricted to Rs 196. The survey ,
conducted in 50,000 villages across
19 states, says merely 1% of the
households spend more than Rs
1,000 a year on skincare and
cosmetics, while a majority (63%)
spends less than Rs 400 a year on this
category . The report, which
represents over 300 million rural
consumers, covers their behaviour
and habits and was conducted over
15 months.
The report showcasing

consumption patterns reveals that a
rural household spends Rs 504 a
month on FMCG products, roughly
18% of the total monthly budget of
Rs 2,800. Of this, food products

contribute a major chunk -55% or Rs
280.Skincare and cosmetics are still
a luxury with a monthly average
spend of Rs 36, according to the
survey report. Total monthly spend
on FMCG is higher as compared to
expenditure on milk (Rs 224) and
petro for agriculture services (Rs
308), the survey reveals.“Rural
households rely heavily on the milk
produced by the cattle that they
own,“ said Pankaj Krishna, MD,
Chrome DM, “ As for the low
expenditure on healthcare, rural
India still prefers domestic cure and
natural home remedies over
medicine.“
Krishna says skincare products

are still part of luxury budget in rural
India, and spending on the category
is affected by low disposable
income. There is also an availability
issue of the brands. According to the
report, 17% use unbranded skin

products, while 21% of the
households do not use any skincare
product whatsoever. Jean-
Christophe Letellier, MD, L'Oreal
India said Rs 36 per month per rural
household on skincare and
cosmetics is a fair assessment. “Two
years ago, the number would have
been lower for a rural household. In
comparison, an average urban
household spends Rs 150 per month
on skincare and cosmetics. So, it's
four times the rural spends as of now.
If you take just the middle class
urban consumer, the spend would
drop to half (Rs 75 per month per
household). It is still double the rural
spends. 
When we talk about shifting

consumption, India is slowly but
surely following an upgradation
process on beauty categories in
general, “said Letellier. On
urbanisation -rural markets acting
like and evolving into urban markets
-Letellier said, “We see a slow but
regular upgradation of rural
consumers acting as urban
consumers. The rural part of India is
relatively dynamic even though the
monsoon has been bad (for two
previous years). In our categories,
the rural market is growing
structurally faster than urban
markets. “It is mostly low-unit price
packs and accessible formats like
product sachets that are sold in rural
areas. Rural regions contribute
nearly 36% to the overall Rs 3,
20,000-crore FMCG market.  

Rural India 
Tobacco tops

the spends 
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The final hurdle to the rollout
of the goods and services tax
was cleared. The Centre and

states agreed on four tax rates, apart
from a cess on coal, luxury and sin
goods. With this, the stage is now set
for the launch of the country's most
ambitious tax reform from April. 1
next year. The four-tier Goods and
Services Tax (GST) tax structure of
5, 12, 18 and 28 percent that aims to
lower tax incidence on most goods
and keep out essential items was
decided by a high-powered council.
It’s a major breakthrough for roll-out
of the GST regime. Luxury items
like high-end cars and demerit

goods including tobacco, pan
masala and aerated drinks, will be
taxed at the highest rate and would
also attract a cess in a way that the
total incidence of tax remains at
almost the current level.
With a view to safeguarding the

interest of poor and keeping
inflation under check, half the items
in CPI basket like food grains,
would not be taxed at all, while there
would be two standard tax rates of
12 and 18 percent. The lowest rate
of 5 percent would be for common
use items under the GST regime
targeted to be rolled out from April
1, 2017. 
After differences kept away a

consensus on the issue at the last

meeting, the all-powerful GST
Council, headed by union finance
minister Arun Jaitley, has decided to
impose an additional cess. It would
be the difference between the
current incidence and the 28 per cent
rate, not leading to increase in the
final taxation. Tobacco currently
attracts about 65 percent total tax
and for aerated drinks the current
rate is about 40 percent. 
Announcing the decisions

arrived at the first day of the two-day
GST Council meeting, Jaitley said
highest tax slab will be applicable to
items which are currently taxed at
30-31 percent (excise duty of 12.5
per cent plus VAT 14.5 pc).
"...finally the consensus is that these

Four-tier rate:
GST structure finalized
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items, with cascading effect of 30-
31 percent, will now be taxed at 28
percent, but with a rider. And the
rider is that in this category there are
several items which are now being
used increasingly by a very large
number of people, particularly the
lower middle class. So for them 28
or 30 or 31 percent rate will be
higher, and so we are transferring
them to 18 per cent," Jaitley told
media. Asked if the tax impact on
common man would be marginally
lower, he said, "Hopefully".
The final list of items for each tax

bracket will be worked out by a
committee, Jaitley said, adding that
soap, oil, shaving stick, toothpaste
and such products will likely to
move down to 18 percent bracket.
Chief Economic Advisor Arvind
Subramanian said the rate structure
"should probably serve to lower
inflation...and should probably
bring it down." 
For most items, GST will be

excise duty plus VAT and that
incidence will decide on which tax
bracket particular goods or items fall
into.
Asked about the incidence on

automobiles, Jaitley said: "There is
a difference between cars and luxury
cars. Cars will come under 28
percent, but luxury cars owners can
afford to pay a little more". Higher
taxes for compensating states would
have been 'hugely burdensome for
consumers' and the incidence of cess
will not add a single rupee to prices,
he said. The collection from this cess
as well as that of the clean energy
cess would create a revenue pool
which would be used for
compensating states for any loss of
revenue during the first five years of
implementation of GST. The cess
would lapse after five years and any
surplus to the cess pool at the end of
5 years would be shared between the
Centre and states. Jaitley said about

Rs 50,000 crore would be needed to
compensate states for loss of
revenue from roll-out of GST, which
is to subsume a host of central and
state taxes like excise duty, service
tax and VAT, in the first year. While
the Centre proposed to levy a 4
percent GST on gold, a final
decision was put off, Jaitley said.
Delhi deputy chief minister Manish
Sisodia favoured 2 per cent tax on
gold, along with some other states.

CATegoRIeS exPLAINed
Explaining the tax structure,

Jaitley said food grains used by
common people would be at zero-
rating so that the impact of
inflationary pressure on them is the
least. The second category of 5
percent will be on items of mass
consumption which are used
particularly by common people. The
third category of standard rate of 12
and 18 percent would accommodate
most of the goods and services,
which too are likely to fall in this
bracket.
The fourth slab of 28 percent

would be applicable mainly on
white goods, on which the present
tax incidence is 30-31 percent.
Those goods used by common man
like soap, toothpaste, would be
brought in the 18 percent

bracket."We are broadly taking it to
revenue neutrality and the gains out
of this will be set off by narrowing
the 28 percent slab. So you will have
lesser items in 28 percent," he said.

A big step forward
The decision on the tax rate is a

big step forward and Centre is close
to introduction of CGST and IGST
legislations in Winter Session of
Parliament Revenue Secretary
Hasmukh Adhia said he was hopeful
that the Central GST (CGST) and
Integrated GST (IGST) laws could
come up in the upcoming session
and GST could be rolled out from
April next year.  Explaining how the
luxury and demerit goods would be
taxed after the end of cess levy for
five years, Adhia said the GST
Council will then decide in what
form they would be taxed but the rate
would not come down.
Differences arose between the

Centre and states at the meeting last
month on cross empowerment, with
states demanding control over 11
lakh service tax assesses and the
Centre proposing to do away states
having exclusive control over all
dealers up to an annual revenue
threshold of Rs 1.5 crore -- an issue
which was settled in the first
meeting of the GST Council. 
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Hyderabad city has witnessed the
annual 10K run on November

27. Noted Telugu film actor K. Ram
Charan and tennis star Sania Mirza
flagged off the Run. Telangana state
minister for Information Technology
K.T. Rama Rao and actress Raashi
Khanna were also part of the
inaugural ceremony of the event.
Large numbers of enthusiastic
Hyderabad defraying chilli cool
weather have participated in the run.
While Sania helped the participants
warm up before the run, Ram Charan
egged the runners on saying, “It's
high time we stop talking and start
running.“ KTR too stressed on the
importance of incorporating fitness
in our daily routines. It was also a
great photo opportunity for both
young and old, famous and freshers.
Many were busy taking selfies with

VIPs.  On the occasion, Ram Charan
has tweeted: “Flagged off the
Hyderabad 10K Run this morning
(Sunday). Great way to start the day.
It’s high time we stop talking and
start running.” 
The Hyderabad 10K Run

Foundation, a non-profit organi-

sation, was established in the year
2003, and it aims to bring the city
together irrespective of the socio-
economic status of its people.
It also promotes health, fitness

and sports among the people and
drives home the idea that “Every
Step Counts”.

Hyderabad 10K Run
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The Supreme Court has
imposed a blanket ban on the
sale of fire crackers in the

national capital region (NCR) in
order to curb the alarming rise in
pollution levels. Issuing the order on
November 25, the court said the city
had been “smogged“into an
environmental emergency of unseen
proportions. A bench of Chief Justice
T S Thakur and Justices A K Sikri and
S A Bobde directed the Centre to
suspend all licences allowing sale of
fireworks in wholesale and retail
markets. The government shouldn't
renew licences or grant fresh ones till
further orders, the SC added. The
order came on a plea filed last year
by three toddlers, through their
advocate fathers, seeking tough
measures to tackle pollution as they
asserted their right to clean air.
The court said life threatening

levels of pollution levels in the
capital had compelled it to intervene
to protect. Observing that air
pollution had spared no one in the
city, the court said India has got the
distinction of having the world's
highest death rate from chronic
respiratory diseases. An estimated
1.5 million people die annually due
to indoor and outdoor pollution.

“The fall in air quality has had a
significant impact on the people's
lifestyle as well. The rising costs to
protect against air pollution are
substantial. It has come to our notice
that people are queuing up to
purchase protective masks and air
purification systems in the wake of
dense smog all over the NCR. In
short, the capital was smogged into
an environmental emergency of

unseen proportions, “the bench said.
It said Air Quality Index in the

NCR is abysmally severe and
allowing trade in fireworks, a major
source of noise and air pollution and
causing immense harm to the lives
and health of citizens, constitutes a
serious invasion of the freedoms and
rights conferred on citizens by the
Constitution.
Justice Bobde, who wrote the

judgement, noted that increase in
respiratory diseases like asthma,
lung cancer, and bronchitis was
primarily attributable to the
worsening air quality in the NCR.
“Needless to state, the grim situation
of air quality adversely affected the
right to education, work, health and
ultimately , the right to life of the
citizens, and this court is
constitutionally bound to address
their grave concerns,“ the bench
said. “This entire firework, even that,
which is not noisy, leaves the
ambient air thick with noxious
particles. Marriage processions,
barats, passing through an area
generated the same kind of noise and
leave behind the same kind of air, by
the use of fire crackers. It is not
necessary to speculate if those who
suffer send their good wishes for the
event or to those celebrating Diwali
in this way.” it said.

SC bans
crackers

in NCR
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Electric avenues that
can transmit the sun's
energy onto power

grids may be coming to a city
near you. A subsidiary of Bouygues SA has designed
rugged solar panels, capable of withstanding the weight
of an 18-wheeler truck that they're now building into
road surfaces. After nearly five years of research and
laboratory tests, they're constructing 100 outdoor test
sites and plan to commercialise the technology in early
2018. “We wanted to find a second life for a road, “said
Philippe Harelle, the chief technology officer at Colas
SA's Wattway unit, owned by the French engineering
group Bouygues. “Solar farms use land that could
otherwise be used for agriculture, while the roads are
free.”
As solar costs plummet, panels are being

increasingly integrated into everyday materials. Last
month Tesla Motors Inc. surprised investors by
unveiling roof shingles that double as solar panels. Other
companies are integrating photovoltaics into building
facades. Wattway joins groups including Sweden's
Scania and Solar Roadways in the US seeking to
integrate panels onto pavement. To resist the weight of
traffic, Wattway layers several types of plastics to create
a clear and durable casing. The solar panel underneath

is an ordinary model, similar
to panels on rooftops. The
electrical wiring is embedded
in the road and the
contraption is topped by an
anti-slip surface made from

crushed glass.
A kilometre-sized testing site began construction last

month in the French village of Tourouvre in Normandy
. The 2,800sqm of solar panels are expected to generate
280kw at peak, with the installation generating enough
to power all the public lighting in a town of 5,000 for a
year, according to the company. For now, the cost of the
materials makes only demonstration projects sensible.
A square meter of the solar road currently costs

$2,126). That includes monitoring, data collection and
installation costs. Wattway says it can make the price
competitive with traditional solar farms by 2020.
Wattway has also installed its panels to light billboards
and is working on links to street lights. The next two
sites will be in Calgary in Canada and in the US state of
Georgia, with plans to build them in Africa, Japan and
throughout the EU in the pipeline.
“We need to test for all kinds of different traffic and

climate conditions, “Harelle said. “I want to find the
limits of it. We think that maybe it will not be able to
withstand a snow plow.” The potential fragility joins
cost as a potential hurdle.

Coming, solar-panel roads
across continents
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Female foeticides, a widely
discussed poorly controlled
practice in the country. Now

a new challenge has emerged in
killing babies in the womb. But they
are male babies. According to latest
data released by government more
male babies were victims of
foeticide than female in 2014, the
latest year for which data is
available. According to National

Crime
Records Bureau
(NCRB) data as
many as 53 male foeticides
were reported in 2014,
compared to 50 cases of female
foeticides. The sex of four foetuses
was not known. Since a law
criminalising sex selection came
into force 20 years ago in 1996, 350
people have been convicted, which
is nearly 18 every year, according to
a Lok Sabha reply on August 5,
2016. That this is a vast
underestimate is obvious from
India's declining child sex ratio (the
number of females to 1,000 males
under six years of age), which fell
from 945 in 1991 to 918 in 2011. "Of
the 12 million girls born in India,
one million do not see their first
birthday," said Kamini Lalu, an

Additional Sessions Judge in an
order in 2014, quoted in a business
daily. "As a result of this human
trafficking has become common in
various states of India where
teenage girls are being sold for
cheap money by poor families,
being treated as sex objects with
more than half of such cases going
unreported." 
As

many

as
238 foetuses
and new-borns
were abandoned in south
Delhi alone, between 1996 and
2012; of these, 115 were males, 110
were females, and sex of 13 foetuses
could not be ascertained, according
to an All India Institute of Medical
Science study, the Indian Express
reported on August 17, 2016. Males
were predominant, but on closer
examination, "females out-
numbered males" among the
foetuses five months (20 weeks) of
gestational age, C. Behera, one of

the co-authors of the report, said.
"Owing to the societal bias in favour
of a male, this could mean that
selective female foeticide happened
during this period. In India, medical
abortion is allowed only up to 20
weeks of gestational age and
criminal abortions and selective
female foeticide subsequent to
antenatal sex determination are

more likely before 20 weeks of
pregnancy," Behera said.

Madhya Pradesh
reported the

most (15)
female

foeticide
cases in 2014,
followed by Rajasthan (11),
Punjab (7), Uttar Pradesh (4) and
Haryana (4), according to an August
5, 2016 reply to the Lok Sabha.
Provisional data for 2015 reported
52 female foeticides, with Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra reporting
more than other states, 12 each. As

More male foeticides now?
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many as 2,296 cases have been filed
across India for illegal sex-
determination tests as of March
2016, the government told
parliament. Of the 107 foeticides --
NCRB does not provide data on
male or female foeticides by state --
reported across India in 2015,
Madhya Pradesh reported the most
(30), followed by Rajasthan (24),
Uttar Pradesh (11), Punjab (10) and
Maharashtra (7). NCRB started
collecting data for female foeticide
only from 2014, the government
told parliament. 
Sex selection cases are filed

under the Pre-Conception and Pre-
Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act,
1994. Rajasthan leads, with 626 on-
going court/police cases for sex
determination, followed by
Maharashtra (554), Punjab (192),
Haryana (165) and Uttar Pradesh
(139). These five states account for
73 per cent of all reported sex-
determination tests nationwide, an

obvious under-estimate, as we said,
given the number of foeticides
reported by independent studies. In
all, 350 convictions were made and
100 medical registrations were
cancelled nation-wide over two
decades. Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan
and Bihar are the worst states to be a
woman, IndiaSpend reported in
July, 2016. Women in these states
are most likely to be aborted as
children, have the lowest literacy
rates, marry earliest, die most
frequently while pregnant, bear the
most children, have the most crimes
committed against them and are
least likely to be employed. 
The sex ratio at birth in India was

908 for 2010-12, which improved to
909 during 2011-13. Among India's
21 larger states, Haryana is the
worst, with 864 females per 1,000
males (2011-13), according to data
provided by the ministry of health
and family welfare (MOHFW) to
parliament on April 29, 2016.

Punjab (867), Uttar Pradesh (878),
Delhi (887), Rajasthan (893) and
Maharashtra (902) are other worst-
performing states. Chhattisgarh has
India's most favourable sex ratio at
birth, with 970 females per 1,000
males, followed by Kerala (966) and
Karnataka (958), among the larger
states. Jammu and Kashmir,
Maharashtra and Haryana have had
the worst decline in the past 30 years
in child sex ratio, according to the
MOHFW annual report 2015-16.
India's sex ratio is 943 per 1,000
males, as per Census 2011. Haryana
is the worst performing among 28
states, with 879 females per 1,000
males, followed by Jammu and
Kashmir (889), Sikkim (890),
Punjab (895), and Uttar Pradesh
(898). The overall Indian sex ratio
should be at least 950 women to
1,000 men (nature produces more
males than females, as boys are
more vulnerable to infant diseases
than girls. 
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Spiritual renewal is essential
to our emotional well-being.
It helps us nurture our

essence, feel cantered, build inner
strength, live in integrity, and trust
life. It allows us to experience a
connection to a higher power, feel
a sense of purpose, and experience
meaning in our lives. There are
many different ways we explore

and nurture our spiritual lives. For
some this includes spending time in
nature, yoga, prayer and
meditation, or musical or artistic
expression. Some of the daily
practices that provide me spiritual
nourishment include:

CReATINg RITuAL
We all crave sacredness and

ritual in our everyday lives — not
just around birthdays and

weddings. Rituals can be both
carefully planned events and casual
but regular remembrances such as
voicing gratitude before a meal or
creating dedicated space in our day
for contemplation. When we mark
important transitions or milestones
in our lives — whether it’s
daughter’s first period or son
starting kindergarten — we connect
to the sacredness of everyday life.
We remember that life is

Nourish,
renew

your spirit
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mysterious and we’re more than
our to-do lists!

CuLTIvATINg STILLNeSS
Stillness, whether experienced

through prayer, meditation, or
reflection, is our time to be alone
and connect to our inner wisdom or
our higher power — what we can
call our internal GPS system. It’s
essential for all of us to carve out
time for quiet reflection each and
every day.
One of the biggest gifts we have

received from a daily meditation
practice is the ability to live more
comfortably with what is–whether
that’s a recent layoff or a car
accident. Life is like the weather
constantly changing. Meditation
has helps anchor ourselves, so that
despite this impermanence and
turmoil, we learn how to be still
and find our centre in the face of it
all.

PRACTICINg SeRvICe To
oTHeRS
We are all interconnected. The

more we reach out and are present
to one another’s pain and suffering,
the stronger we become and the
easier it is to embrace the esoteric
idea that we’re all one. Huge shifts
in consciousness can occur when
we reach out and help one another
navigate this sometimes scary,
often isolating and perplexing, but
beautiful world. Sometime that
might look like serving soup at
your local homeless shelter and
other times; it’s helping out your
neighbour who just lost a family
member.

LIvINg IN THe PReSeNT
Many great spiritual teachers

believe the answer to everything is
to just “be here now,” and that our
suffering and emotional distress
would end if we simply stopped

resisting the present moment.
We’re born with the innate
capacity to experience emotional
well-being and joy; it’s our
birthright to feel good. Happiness
comes from within; we’re wired
for it. We just have to remember to
choose this moment to moment.
It’s easy to forget who we really
are. To lose sight of what really
matters. To fall asleep and not
remember how interconnected we
all are and that we’re fully human
and, at the same time, divine.
A regular spiritual practice —

whether that’s daily prayer or
meditation, being in a spiritual
community, or singing— serves to
anchor us. It grounds us and helps
us navigate the challenges we face
from just being human. It helps us
stay awake. So ultimately, we can
begin to let go, trust the rhythm and
flow of life and relax into the
beauty of our true nature.
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They are prisoners of system. Their
system is collapsing within. The root
cause of collapsing allegedly is the

negligence mixed with nepotism.  According
to reliable sources the condition of Prisons
and Correctional Services, which is part of
Home of  Telangana state is deteriorating.
This crucial division at present is passing
through a very tough time with demoralized
and dejected staff - officers working under
poor facilities, negligible support systems.
Unless government looks into its ineffective
leadership at various levels and their self
serving negligence methods state may have
to pay high price as whole system is at the
verge of collapsing condition.
Speaking to staff and officers of Prisons

and Correctional Services department both in
capital city and districts The News was
exposed to startling conditions under which
jails are working and staff – officers
delivering duties. What is the role and
responsibility of the department?  What are
the aims and objectives of the department? As
believed and practiced for decades answers
to these questions is: Care, Custody and
Correction (Reformation). The equipment
and manpower utilization to fulfil these
responsibilities has now has taken back seat.
It is individual oriented. Instead of investing

on security gadgets, CC cameras, walkie
talkies, metal detectors, luggage scanners
department is spent its budget allocations on
purchasing 100 vehicles by spending Rs. Ten
crores and five crores on painting and
beautification of the jails. When state
government has granted Rs. Fifty lakh for
12th  All India Prison Duty Meet department
has spent  ₹1 crore “By investing just Rs. one
crore all the jails can be provided with security
equipment.” said senior employee of the
department.  Some of the staff felt one of the
major reason for recent two major escapes at
Karimnagar and Warangal jails are the result
of mismanagement and lack of security
systems only. “No livewire at Karimnagar jail
that lead to escape.” They explained.
Apart from lack of equipment and gadgets

bad human resource management seems to be
major cause of bad weather in Prisons and
Correctional Services department in the state.
Almost all the staff is fed up with insensitive
administration. Sources revealed that senior
officers and staff are routinely insulted in front
of junior officers leading to indiscipline.
Many a times staff members are giving
priority for going to hospital, arranging
Swachcha Bharat, Haritaharam etc over the
regular duties. Misuse of Govt vehicles, govt
drivers other employees personal and family

TS jails & staff suffers:

Nepotic - negligence system

■ d. Balreddy
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work is rampant.
Even after state government

clearly expressed its intention of
shifting Chanchalguda jail some of
the senior officers are stating that it
is not possible and creating hurdles
in shifting the Chanchalguda jail by
saying it expensive as Rs 500 crores
are needed for construction of new
jail at Cherlapally.The staff and
officers who are opposing false
objections on this issue are subjected
to mental torture by issuing charge
memos on petty issues. According
to sources shifting of chanchalguda
is not that difficult and can be done
within 3 months with a budget of 5
crores as against 500 crores.
Chanchalguda inmates can be
shifted temporarily to Cherlapally
and Sangareddy jails by
constructing one or two barracks
within three months.
Many employees repeatedly

complaining they were being treated
as insignificant. Their sincere
service has any value for higher
authorities. Even at times of crisis if
staff and officers take proactive,
preventive actions department is
failing to stand by them. “If a sincere
staff member is not backed for going
extra mile with genuine intention of
service not backed how you can
expect us to work?” questions an

head warder voice filled with pain
and frustration.  Employees are
quoting two cases to back this
ingratitude of the higher ups in
Prisons and Correctional Services
department. In the year 2007, one
prisoner died in the prison hospital
and one Jailor one head Warder and
three warders were suspended
unnecessarily and they have faced 7
years judicial trial under IPC 302
working in far flung districts like
Srikakulam, Adilabad, Chithur and
departmental enquiry. Finally they
a came out of that. The department
has not supported them. The then
senior most officers have made the
staffs as scape goats which has
adversely affected the functioning

and morality of prison staff.  The
other happened in 2011 January
31st, twenty ISI terrorist inmates
have attacked prison staff severely
injuring many. One of the staff
suffered serious head injuries has 28
stitches. 
Even today his has not become

totally normal. Two more members
of staff suffered fractures.  None of
the staff received any Awards,
Rewards or Appreciation for their
bravery restraining ISI terrorists.
With this prison staff is demoralised
and now they are not coming
forward to take risk in controlling
any trouble situation citing the
example of  2007 and 2011
incidents. 
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Heart attacks, lung ob-
struction and strokes are
the three top causes of

death in India, these three ail-
ments together accounting for
over one-third of deaths. Along
with diabetes and chronic kidney
diseases, they make five non-
communicable diseases that are
part of the top ten causes of death.
Diabetes as a cause of death has
grown at a chilling 35% between
2005 and 2015, chronic kidney
disease by 21% and heart attacks
by 17% even as communicable
disease deaths have dropped by
20 to 30% while preterm baby
deaths dropped by 40%. These re-
sults are from the Global Burden
of Diseases 2015, an estimation
of 249 causes of death in 195
countries by an international team
of researchers led by the Seattle-
based Institute of Health Metrics
and Evaluation, and published re-

cently in Lancet.
Communicable diseases in the

top 10 include lower respiratory
tract diseases like bronchitis and
pneumonia, diarrhea, TB and dis-
eases occurring to prematurely
born babies. Road injuries are the
tenth most prevalent cause of
death. Together, these 10 make up
60% of the 10.3 million deaths in
India every year. The even mix of
communicable diseases and non-
communicable ones caused by or-
gans failing due to age or lifestyle
choices puts India in the middle
of a disease transition seen across
the world.
With improvement in treat-

ment by antibiotics and better un-
derstanding, deaths by infectious
diseases have declined while
sedentary lives, longer lifespan
and other lifestyle ha bits have
pushed up the proportion of non-
communicable diseases in the
country.
India's position in the middle

of the transition from a poor,
healthcare-deficient country to an
advanced country is brought out
starkly when compared with ex-
amples from such countries. 
China, which started off from

conditions similar to India, has
moved much further towards the
advanced end of the transition. It
too has only one infectious dis-
ease among its top ten causes of
death. Both India and China have
road injuries as one of the major
causes of death due to large pop-
ulations and a rapidly growing
number of vehicles on the roads.
The large number of types of ve-
hicles (from cycles and bullock
carts to fast moving cars) also
contributes to high number of
road injuries. A striking feature of
India's death-causing diseases
profile is that all the noncommu-
nicable diseases are increasing
while all the infectious diseases
are declining compared with a
decade ago. 

MAJOR KILLERS
Heart attacks – strokes - lung ailments
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Telangana chief minister K.
Chandrasekhar Rao has
moved into his new official

residence complex at Begumpet here
in the early hours of November 24.
As priests led by Phani Shanshank
Sharma conducted various pujas,
Chandrasekhar Rao and his wife
Shobha made the ̀ gruha pravesam' at
5.22 am. Government has named the
buildings complex-two existing
buildings being used by the chief
minister, the newly-built CM
residence, office and a conference
hall-as 'Pragati Bhavan'. The
conference hall has been named as

'Janahita'. The chief minister would
interact with different sections of
society, including farmers, workers,
employees and artisans, on
formulation of policies and their

implementation in 'Janahita'.
Different rituals like 'Daiva

Pravesam' would be performed as
part of the 'Griha Pravesam'
ceremony, the sources said. Prayers

KCR moves into 
new residence
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of different religions would also be
performed on the occasion. Governor
of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
E.S.L. Narasimhan and his wife
would attend the event. And as the
rituals progressed, KCR received Sri
Sri Sri Tridandi Srimannarayana
Ramanuja Chinna Jeeyar Swami's
blessings and requested the seer to
first sit in his chair. It was only after
that KCR took the chair.

Media reports said the sprawling
new residence, with state-of-the-art
facilities, has come up over one lakh
square feet space. The reports said
that due to security reasons, 'bullet-
proof' bathrooms have been
constructed in the house.

A government statement had
earlier said the new residence had
been planned as the chief minister's
camp office and residence did not
have adequate facilities for parking
and holding large meetings
With a huge contingent of police

deployed at the location, the CM's
new official bungalow resembled a
veritable fortress. No one was
allowed without his or her name first
being forwarded by higher officials
to the security at the entrance. While
the favoured few made it to the
ceremonies as did some other mini
sters later, eager public had to make
do with looking at the new building
through the grills placed on the road.
Standing and looking at the building
also was not permitted by the police
who shooed the public away. No
vehicle was allowed to slow down at
the location and media too was kept
away from the event.

In the afternoon, the chief
minister held an official meeting with
some of his ministers and senior
officials, including chief secretary
Rajiv Sharma marking his day one in
his new official residence. Sources
said that officials had kept some files
ready in case the chief minister chose
to take any decision and sign them. 
For decades, the Secretariat

complex in the city was the seat of
government power. But with Pragati
Bhavan marked the end of its days as
the power centre the political
leadership of Telangana shifted to
this new official residence-cum-
office complex. The new building
complex is from where the CM is set
to function. AP chief minister N
Chandrababu Naidu had on October
12 moved his office out of the
Secretariat to a newly constructed
building in Amravati, AP's upcoming
capital. 

The sprawling new residence,
with state-of-the-art

facilities, has come up over
one lakh square feet space.
The reports said that due to

security reasons, 'bullet-
proof' bathrooms have been

constructed in the house
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In keeping with the low-key stylehe is known for, Reserve Bank
of India's new governor Urjit

Patel began his work in September
first week. Away from media
spotlights, unlike the practice
followed by RBI governors in the

past. There were no milling
photographers at the "handover".
Patel had officially assumed charge
three days earliar to that  when the
term of his predecessor Raghuram
Rajan expired.  Patel has taken over
the bank's charge from Rajan after
serving as RBI Deputy governor
since January 2013.
The elevation of Urjit Patel

Ph.D. in Economics from Yale
University, an M.Phil. from the

University of Oxford and a B.Sc.
from the University of London, as
governor has naturally raised
expectation among those who were
critical of Rajan for not easing
enough the monetary policy by
cutting rates. When talking about the
challenges for Patel as the governor,
it should also be kept in mind that his

moorings are as monetarist as his
predecessor Rajan's were, and he is
considered to attach the same
importance to inflation control as
did Rajan.
Patel who has  also worked at the

International Monetary Fund (IMF),
and was a consultant to the Union
Finance Ministry from 1998 to
2001. His views on monetary policy
were expressed at the time Rajan
held rates in the February 2015

review after making an unexpected
rate cut a month edarlier -- the first
in nearly two years. Patel at the time
elaborated on the "important
backdrop" to Rajan's move to hold
rates.  "We are in the midst of the age
of competitive depreciation and of a
beggar-my-neighbour philosophy.
It brings to mind an old African
saying that when elephants fight, the
grass suffers," Patel said at a press
conference to announce the policy
review, on the trend of
accommodative monetary policies
being adopted by developed
economies.  "While the ECB
(European Central Bank) and the
Bank of Japan are printing money
and devaluing their currencies on
one hand, the US economy is
reviving on the other. Anyone in the
middle is getting crushed," he
pointed out.

RbI opens door to Islamic finance: 
RBI has proposed working with

the government to introduce
interest-free banking to tackle
financial exclusion for religious
reasons, potentially opening Islamic
finance to the largest Muslim
minority population in the world.
India's central bank made the
proposal in its annual report last
week, as departing RBI governor
Raghuram Rajan hands over the
reins to close ally Urjit Patel.  The
proposal marks a shift in stance by
the RBI, which has previously said
Islamic finance could be offered
through non-bank channels such as
investment funds or

urjit Patel takes steps:
RbI opens door to Islamic finance
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cooperatives.That has meant an
estimated 180 million Muslims in
India, the country's second-largest
religious group, have been unable to
access Islamic banking because of
laws that require banking to be
based on interest, which is forbidden
in Islam. The RBI said it would
explore introducing interest-free
banking products in consultation
with the government, a key detail as
this opens the prospects of
supportive legislation.
"This is definitely a significant

development as it is the first time
that the RBI has concretely
mentioned that it will now work
with the government to introduce

Islamic banking," said Saif Ahmed,
managing partner at Bangalore-
based Infinity Consultants, which
specializes in Islamic finance.  For
Islamic banks to function in India,
separate parallel legislation or an
amendment needs to be passed by
Parliament and that can only happen
with the active support of the
incumbent government.
In 2015, a central bank

committee recommended opening a
specialized interest-free window to
offer cost-plus financing, deferred
payment and deferred delivery
contracts, a reference to common
sharia-compliant contracts such as
murabaha and istisna. Development

of Islamic finance has been slow,
however, partly because of strong
opposition from bureaucrats and
politicians.  This has long hindered
development, although there are
signs that India is warming up to
Islamic finance. The government's
external lending agency, Exim
Bank, said in April it would extend
a $100 million credit line to the
private sector arm of the Islamic
Development Bank.  The Exim
Bank's credit line would support
foreign buyers of Indian goods and
services, with the Saudi-based
Islamic Corporation for the
Development of the Private Sector
acting as the intermediary.
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Amazing home remed ies to fight pimples
The News NeTwork

Pimples are normal skin
conditions that affect
many people. Pimples

are an inflammation of the
skin in which the sebaceous
glands (oil glands) become
infected with bacteria, swell
up, and fill with pus. Excess

sebum secretion by the oil
glands is the primary cause
behind this problem. Pimples
generally occur on the face,
neck, back and shoulders.

PAPAyA

gReeN TeA

why: Papaya has
properties that fight off
pimples, because of
which it is widely used
in high-end skin care
products.

how: Mash the
papaya to form a paste
and apply directly to
the skin. You can leave
it on for up to 30 min-
utes, and wash off with
cool water. Moisturize
your skin for better re-
sults.

LemoN juICe

why: Lemon has
natural astringent and
antibacterial properties
which help in clearing
up the skin.

how:Apply
lemon juice directly to
the affected area and
wash off after half an
hour. (Note - Lemons
are acidic in nature,
and hence it may cause
a little irritation on the
skin when kept for
long.)

WATeR

why: Drinking 10-
12 glasses of water per
day helps you flush out
impurities from your
body. You can also try
steaming your face to
help open the pores and
flush out the impurities.

how: Boil a pot of
water and reduce flame
of stove to minimum.
Now place a towel over
the pot and your head
to get the benefits of
steam.

egg WHITeS

why: The protein-
rich egg whites can
help get rid of a pimple
overnight.

how: Remove the
egg yolk and apply the
egg whites on the pim-
ples using your fingers.
Leave it to dry and let
it remain overnight.
Wash your face with
lukewarm water in the
morning to get a pim-
ple free face.

why: It has antimicrobial and antioxidant
compounds that fight pimples.

how: Use a cooled cup of green tea as a face
wash or lay a green tea bag over the affected area.
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Amazing home remed ies to fight pimples
Though not a critical
condition, pimples can make
a person feel miserable due to
their appearance. Worried
about pimples? 
There are a lot of lotions

and medicines on the market
to treat pimples but they can
take time. Many natural
methods are effective in
treating pimples within a
very short time period. Here’s

the solution! We pick a list of
natural remedies that you can
try out. Go ahead, stay
beautiful.

TeA TRee oIL

why: The natural
antibiotic properties of
honey prevent the
growth of bacteria and
help reduce pimples
and also blemishes.

how: Apply a tea-
spoon of honey to the
affected areas, or make
a mask by mixing 1/2
cup of honey with 1
cup of oatmeal. Leave
it on for 30 minutes
and wash off with cold
water.

ALoe veRA

why:Aloe is
widely used because of
its burn-relieving prop-
erties. It can promote
healing, fight infection,
and even reduce scar-
ring.

how: Scrape the
aloe vera gel using a
spoon, and apply to the
affected areas. As an al-
ternate option, you can
also buy a good quality
readymade aloe-vera
gel; free of other added
ingredients

APPLe CIdeR
vINegAR

why: Apple cider
vinegar contains malic
and lactic acids that
can exfoliate, reduce
red marks, and treat
pimples.

how: Mix equal
parts apple cider vine-
gar and water and
apply to skin with a
cotton ball. Wash off
after some time.

CuCumbeR

why: Cucumber is
a rich source of potas-
sium and vitamins. It
also has a cooling and
alleviating effect on the
skin.

how: Dip cotton
balls in cucumber juice
and let it stay in the af-
fected area. Wash off
after 30 minutes.

why: It has antibacterial proper-
ties, which help to fight bacteria that
cause pimples. The penetrates
through the extra sebum, unclogging
the pores and removing dead cells.
Additionally, it helps in reducing the
redness and inflammation of pimples.

HoNey

how:Wash your face clean
and let it dry. Now, dip a cotton
ball in diluted tea tree oil and apply
it on the affected area or on the
pimple. Wash your face in 15 to 20
minutes. You can also mix the oil
with aloe vera gel and then apply it
to the affected area.  (Note - Tea
tree oil should be diluted always
before you use.)
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